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Summary
This work introduces an interdisciplinary approach to search for hydrothermal systems
on Mars. Through this approach, geophysical, geologic, geomorphologic, and mineralogic data are collected from various remote sensing instruments and combined to create
tools for detecting magmatic-driven and impact-generated hydrothermal systems on Mars.
Highlights of this work include:
• The first ever global mapping and description of polygonal features inside Martian
impact craters, along with the production of analytical and numerical models to
differentiate between these polygonal features and common permafrost polygons
allowing for their identification as desiccation cracks that are remnants of mostly
impact-generated paleolakes.
• The use of various remote sensing techniques to identify a volcanic site with high
potential for magmatic-driven hydrothermal activity through the detection of evidence for surface venting, lahar events, water activity in the vicinity of the volcano,
and possibly a volcanic crater lake.
• A correlation for the first time between the GRS water-equivalent hydrogen map in
the mid-latitudes and a map of crater density to assess the role of impact events in
forming hydrous minerals on Mars.
• A newly devised approach to look for surface/shallow subsurface manifestations of
hydrothermal systems using low frequency ground-penetrating radar.
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1 Hydrothermal Systems and
Processes on Earth and Mars
1.1

Introduction

The study of hydrothermal systems on Earth and other planets is driven by both academic and economic interests. The understanding of the processes and conditions that
drive hydrothermal systems is pivotal to the understanding of the geological, geochemical, and geophysical evolution of our planet (and others) through time. In addition, the
ongoing observations of currently active and fossil systems is of interest to the biologists
and exobiologists since these systems can be hospitable to certain life forms that thrive
on the products and conditions of such systems. Finally, the end products of hydrothermal systems are usually of high economic (and sometimes strategic) value. Common hydrothermal ore deposits are characterized by an enrichment of metals such as iron, copper,
molybdenum, tin, tungsten, lead, zinc, lithium, beryllium, gold and rare-earth elements.
Hydrothermal systems develop wherever a fluid phase coexists with a heat source to drive
convective energy loss. The fluid phase can be defined as a hot aqueous solution that is
in chemical disequilibrium with its host rock(s) (Farmer 1996). Hydrothermal fluids alter, leach, transport and subsequently precipitate their primarily metallic mineral load in
response to changes in physicochemical conditions. The solutes of hydrothermal systems
are derived from primary (usually magmatic) and secondary (host rock) sources. An actively convecting hydrothermal system consists of a recharge system, a circulation cell,
and a discharge system. Hydrothermal minerals are usually deposited at shallow depths
in the crust along natural conduits, subsurface channels or fracture systems, and at sites
of surface discharge.
Hydrothermal systems are active today in the oceanic and continental crusts, and their
fossilized equivalents constitute a substantial portion of the geologic record. Although
hydrothermal systems can be generated by many types of perturbations, there are two
main types that will be described throughout this thesis: magmatic-driven and impactgenerated ones. But before going into more detail about these two types, we first discuss
some of the fundamental aspects of hydrothermal systems.

1.2

Hydrothermal fluids

The following discussion benefits greatly from the excellent textbook by Pirajno (2009).
A hydrothermal fluid can be defined as a hot (≈50 to >500 ◦ C) aqueous solution contain9
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ing solutes that are commonly precipitated as the solution changes its properties through
space and time. Fluids in general, and hydrothermal solutions in specific are subject to
variations in temperature, pressure, and density, three key parameters which are needed
to be known with a good deal of accuracy in order to understand the evolution of the
hydrothermal processes. The water of hydrothermal solutions can be derived from many
sources such as seawater, meteoric (rain, lakes, rivers, ground water, snow, etc), connate,
metamorphic, and magmatic. Most solutions have a mixed origin in which one of the previous sources may dominate. Seawater dominates mainly in marine environments around
mid-ocean ridges and subduction zones. Meteoric sources predominate at continental
environments and around subareal volcanoes. The other sources have generally a lesser
influence which can be rather significant in certain settings. Connate sources are waters
that get trapped during the deposition of sediments and are produced during the diagenetic
reactions. Metamorphic waters are derived from the dehydration of water-rich minerals
through rising temperatures and pressures. Finally, magmatic waters are those that separate from melts upon cooling, generating a magmatic/hydrothermal system, which is
perhaps one of the most significant ore-forming agents. Water is usually the dominant
volatile in a hydrothermal system but is rarely the only one. Other important volatile constituents include H2 S, CO2 , SO2 , SO2−
4 , H2 , HCL, B, and F.
Finally, where older models for hydrothermal systems have concentrated on aqueous fluids as being the main player in the formation of hydrothermal deposits (e.g. Burnham’s
model, Burnham 1979), recent models (e.g. William-Jones and Heinrich 2005), have
drawn attention to the leading role of magmatic vapors as opposed to a liquid phase in
forming many hydrothermal ore deposits. Such models are based on extensive experimental studies on the stability of metallic species in aqueous vapors.

1.3

Hydrothermal processes and Wall Rock alteration

A hydrothermal system consists of two main components: a heat source, which provides
the necessary energy (magmatic, geothermal gradient, radiogenic decay, metamorphism),
and a fluid phase as discussed in the previous section. An actively convective hydrothermal cell consists of: a recharge system, a circulation cell, and a discharge system. Hydrothermal deposits are usually formed at the discharge sites such as faults, fracture networks, and shear zones. The rocks within which the deposits are formed undergo varying
degrees of hydrothermal alteration, with an intensity decreasing with distance from the
discharge site.
Hydrothermal alteration is a complex process involving mineralogical, chemical and textural changes (Pirajno 2009). In essence, hydrothermal fluids chemically attack the mineral constituents of the wall rocks, which tend to re-stabilize by forming new minerals
that are in chemical equilibrium with the new conditions. The process is a form of metasomatism, and as such, it is likely that the hydrothermal fluid itself changes chemically
through its contact with the wall rocks. A common parameter used to describe the intensity of the interaction is water/rock ratio (W/R) which is defined as the total mass of
water that passes through the system in a unit time, divided by the total mass of rocks
in the considered system. In hydrothermal systems, W/R ratios may range from 0.1 to 4
(Pirajno 2009).
10
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1.4

Styles and types of hydrothermal alteration

Many styles and types of hydrothermal alteration exist. To a first approximation, the
nature and relative quantities of minerals that constitute various alteration assemblages
depend on five factors: (1) temperature, (2) pressure, (3) host rock composition, (4) primary fluid composition, and (5) the W/R ratio (Reed 1997). The most significant types in
order of higher temperatures and pressures to lower ones are alkali metasomatism, propylitic, phyllic, and argillic alterations. Understanding the way different alteration schemes
affect the final mineral assemblages in a hydrothermal system can add better constrains
on the type of minerals to look for by remote sensing techniques in order to detect hydrothermal systems.
In general, the effects produced on the wall rocks by interaction with and the chemical
changes in a hydrothermal fluid depend on variations in the aK+ /aH+ ratio of the system
(Pirajno 2009); i.e. the activities of the K+ and H+ ions. This ratio decreases as the system moves towards lower temperatures and pressures. In other words, alteration process
change from alkalic to argillic with increase of H+ metasomatism (the process by which
water decomposes to H+ and OH− ions which are consumed back and forth between the
hydrothermal fluids and the host rocks). We further investigate these processes below.

1.4.1

Alkali metasomatism and Potassic alteration

Alkali metasomatism is usually associated with early high temperature fluids in the range
of 800-600◦ C, which are derived from a melt in its late stages of crystallization. Processes
in this range include Base Exchange (reactions where a cation is replaced by another in
a mineral), changes in the structural state of feldspars, albitisation, microclinasation, and
growth of tri-octahedral micas (Pirajno 2009). An example of this reaction type would
be replacement of Ca-plagioclase by Na-plagioclase (Na metasomatism) or replacement
of plagioclase by K-feldspar and biotite (K-metasomatism, Requia and Fontboté 1999).
Potassic alterations however can occur at lower temperatures (600-450 ◦ C). Typical mineral assemblages of that type are orthoclase (or adularia), biotite, quartz ± albite ± chlorite
± anhydrite ± pyrite.

1.4.2

Phyllic alteration

Phyllic (or sericitic) alteration is characterized by the assemblage quartz-sericite-pyrite.
Phyllic alteration is one of the most common types of hydrothermal alteration, as it is
present in almost all hydrothermal mineral deposits. This alteration grades into alkalipotassic type by increasing the amount of K-feldspars and/or biotite, and into argillic type
by increasing the amount of clay minerals. Usual associated minerals are K-feldspar,
kaolinite, calcite, biotite, rutile, anhydrite, and apatite. Phyllic alterations have long been
thought to form as a result of mixing of lower temperature and salinity magmatic fluids
with meteoric water (e.g., Reynolds and Beane 1985, Taylor 1997). However, more recent work by Harris and Golding (2002) has challenged this notion by concluding through
analysis of porphyry1 Cu-Au deposits in Australia that the alteration assemblages are
mainly, if not exclusively, related to magmatic fluids that become colder and less saline
11
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after creating the potassic and argillic alteration zones.

1.4.3

Argillic alteration

Argillic alteration is characterized by the formation of clay minerals due to intense H+
metasomatism and acid leaching, at temperatures between 100 and 300◦ C. This alteration
grades inwards into phyllic and outwards to propylitic. This type of alteration is common
in both porphyry and epithermal systems. Clay minerals principally replace the plagioclases and mafic silicates (hornblendes, biotite). Amorphous clays, such as allophone, are
also present and replace alumino-silicate phases. The usual mineral assemblages depend
on whether the alteration is termed intermediate or advanced.
Intermediate argillic alteration is defined by the presence of montmorillonite, illite, chlorite, kaolin group minerals (kaolinite, halloysite, dickite, hallophane). K-feldspar is basically kept unaltered. Zoning within the intermediate argillic alteration may be present
with kaolinite being closer to the phyllic zone, whereas montmorillonite clays occur in
the outer zones. Basically, this alteration yields an altered rock depleted in Ca and Na.
Advanced argillic alteration occurs due to intense acid attack, and is characterized by
more or less complete leaching of the alkali cations with complete destruction of the
feldspars and mafic silicate phases. Main assemblage includes pyrophyllite, kaolinite,
dickite, quartz, barite, alunite, and sulfides. Alunitic alteration is one of the minor types
of advanced argillic alteration which can become significant, even dominant in the presence of abundant sulfate ions and Al-rich protoliths (e.g. Lerouge et al. 2006) yielding
alunite, natroalunite (Na replacing K) and jarosite (Fe replacing Al).

1.4.4

Propylitic alteration

In volcanic and plutonic rocks, low temperature (200-350 ◦ C) alteration at small W/R ratios yields a propylitic assemblage that includes albite, chlorite, and epidote (Reed 1997).
Propylitic alteration is characterized by addition of H2 O and CO2 , and locally S, with
no appreciable H+ metasomatism. Additional minerals that can be found are carbonates,
sericite, montmorillonite and zeolites (e.g., Melling et al. 1990). The assemblage matches
the classical greenschist metamorphic assemblage. Finally, the key distinction of propy1
Economic geologists describe hydrothermal deposits by many names depending on many factors such
as the chemical composition, mode of placement, temperature of formation, depth, etc. However, the more
common names are porphyry, epithermal, and fumarolic deposits.
Porphyry deposits occur within large bodies of intrusive felsic to intermediate igneous rocks. The host
intrusions are typically emplaced at relatively shallow depths of 0.5-3 km and crystallize rapidly - leading
to the porphyritic textures (origin of the name). The hydrothermal fluids separate out from the crystallizing
magma and their high water and vapor pressures cause abundant shattering of both the intrusive and the
country rocks around it; the fractures, often hairline cracks, are then mineralized in a well-zoned pattern.
Typical formation temperatures are between 250 and 500 ◦ C. The most famous example of these deposits
are the Cu-porphyry deposits.
Epithermal deposits are products of volcanism-related hydrothermal activity at shallow depths (1 -1.5 km
from the surface) and low (50 to 200 ◦ C) temperatures. The deposits are usually found in the form of veins,
and irregular branching fissures. Finally, fumarolic deposits are surficial deposits that are found associated
with fumaroles due to the interaction of fumarolic gases such as H2 S, CO2 , and SO2 with groundwater and
the wall rocks.
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litic alteration is that its mineral assemblages reflect those of the primary host rock, not
the fluid since this is usually the outermost zone of alteration.

1.4.5

Other types of alteration

There are other less common but significant types of hydrothermal alteration that are
encountered in several types of hydrothermal systems such as serpentinization, hematitization and Fe alteration, dolomitization and carbonitization. Serpintinzation for example
is one of the most common types of alteration of ultramafic rocks. Serpentine minerals
(antigorite, chrysolite and lizardite) are formed from olivine and pyroxene by introduction of H2 O and CO2 with an exothermic reaction. The temperatures of serpentinization
processes range from as low as <100 ◦ C for lizardite, to as high as 500 ◦ C for antigorite.
Common mineral assemblage is serpentine + brucite ± magnetite.

1.5

Hydrothermal processes associated with meteorite impacts

While most of the hydrothermal systems on Earth are magmatic-driven, another mechanism, which can create and sustain a hydrothermal system, is meteorite impacts. Impactgenerated hydrothermal (IGH) systems occur when a high velocity bolide hits a water rich
target. A fraction of the kinetic energy of the bolide is transferred to the target material in
the form of heat. The high pressures (>100 GPa) and temperatures (>1600 ◦ C) associated
with the impact event can cause the melting of part of the target material leading to a melt
sheet. As soon as the temperature of this melt sheet drops to 500-600 ◦ C, a hydrothermal
system can initiate assuming the presence of water in the vicinity of the impact crater.
The thermal energy transferred into the target rocks causes thermal perturbations and heat
release particularly in the central structural uplifts, which bring near the surface deeper
and hotter crust. These thermal effects result in a spectrum of phenomena from partial melting to high-temperature metamorphism and hydrothermal fluid flow. In general,
the transformation of kinetic energy into heat takes place at sub-crater levels, where hydrothermal circulation would be focused, although IGH circulation can extend well below
the crater floor to depths of several kilometers (Komor et al. 1988). It is also likely that
hydrothermal fluids can vent at the surface as hot springs or geysers, forming silica rich
deposits (Newsom 1980). To date, evidence for IGH activity is known from more than 60
terrestrial craters (Naumov 2005), and many of these have been extensively studied such
as Sudbury, Canada (Molnár et al. 1999), Chicxulub, Mexico (Zuercher and Kring 2004),
Ries, Germany (Newsom et al. 1986), Puchezh-Katunki, Russia (Naumov 2002), Kardlå,
Estonia (Versh et al. 2005), and Lonar, India (Hagerty and Newsom 2003).
Evidence of IGH activity usually includes: (1) occurrence of secondary mineral assemblages (e.g. ore-forming minerals), (2) chemical alteration of materials at the impact site, and (3) occurrence of fluid inclusions in hydrothermal mineral phases and in
shock-generated deformation features (Naumov 2005). Alteration minerals have been
observed in terrestrial craters 1.8-300 km in diameter. Hydrothermal minerals occur both
in shocked and disturbed target rocks beneath the crater floor (authigenic breccias, Figure
1.1) and within thick layers of impact-melt rocks, lithic breccias in the crater, and in the
13
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section of a complex impact crater with a central uplift. The distribution of main impact lithologies within a crater is shown.
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• Fluid temperatures vary from ambient to 350-400 ◦ C.
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• Moderate to high rates of filtration (10−4 to 10−3 m s−1 ) are typical.
• Low salinity and predominantly aqueous composition of fluids. PCO2 values are
usually low.
• Hydrothermal solutions are weakly alkaline to near-neutral (pH 6-8) and are supersaturated in silica during the entire hydrothermal process because of the strong
predominance of shock-disordered aluminosilicates and fusion glasses in the host
rocks. These factors create favorable conditions for the formation of Fe-smectites
and zeolites which are the main minerals in the hydrothermal column.
• Mineralogical and geochemical features of impact-generated hydrothermal processes are governed by a combination of both the chemical composition of target
and the conditions of the host rock as a result of shock metamorphism.
• From the general succession of mineral crystallization, a uniform retrogressive
course of hydrothermal processes is indicated.
In conclusion, products of impact-generated hydrothermal processes are similar to the
hydrothermal mineralization in volcanic areas, as well as in modern geothermal systems,
because thermodynamic and hydrodynamic conditions are similar. However, the sequence
of post-impact minerals formed in a single event by the gradually decreasing temperature
is distinct from that in endogenic hydrothermal systems.

1.6
1.6.1

Hydrothermal processes and systems on Mars
The planet

Mars is a terrestrial-type planet that lies fourth from the Sun with a diameter of 6371 km
(about half that of Earth), an axis inclined at 25◦ to the ecliptic and a 24 hours and 40
minutes day. Consequently, Mars has seasons similar to Earth, but with a thin (atmospheric pressure = 6 mbar on average), CO2 -rich atmosphere. While Mars is known to
have captivated the human imagination since the dawn of history, it was not until the first
images of Mars were acquired by the Mariner flybys in the 1960s, and then the Viking
missions (1, and 2) in 1976, that the surface features of Mars were shown with clarity and
the geological richness of its surface was revealed.
Today, Mars is geologically mostly inactive, although the range of features on the
surface such as valley networks, rift valleys, volcanic edifices, and sedimentary features
attests to a more active past. On the basis of its impact cratering size-frequency record,
an approximate geological time scale for Mars is subdivided into three main periods: the
Noachian (4.6-3.6 to 3.5 Ga), the Hesperian (3.5-2.9 Ga), and the Amazonian (2.9 Gapresent). The Noachian period is characterized by the formation of the northern lowlands
and large impact basins such as Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis in addition to the early Tharsis tectonic-thermal activity, and the valley networks in the southern highlands (Figure
1.2). In the Hesperian period, significant volcanism occurred in the Tharsis, Elysium and
Syrian regions. In addition, Valles Marineris rift system, and major outflow channels
were formed. Other volcanic centers of this period are characterized by a morphology of
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low-lying edifices, suggesting magma-water and/or ice interactions and explosive eruptions (Head and Wilson 2002). At least three major trends characterize the Hesperian
period (Head and Wilson 2002): (1) change from regional to local volcanism and associated decrease in magmatism; (2) decrease in heat flux and a corresponding increase in
the cryosphere thickness; and (3) large water movement with formation of the outflow
channels, breaching of the cryosphere and transfer of water from the subsurface to the
surface. During the Amazonian both tectonism and volcanism decreased in the Tharsis
and Elysium regions and there was a change of style of volcanic eruptions from explosive to more effusive. The Amazonian is also characterized by late phases of channel
formation, aeolian activity, and formation of the layered polar deposits.

1.6.2 Evidence for hydrothermal activity on Mars
It is likely that, similar to Earth, the geologic record of Mars includes impact-generated
(Newsom 1980, Rathbun and Squyres 2002, Abramov and Kring 2005) and magmaticdriven (Dohm et al. 1998, 2008, Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007) hydrothermal activity. This
is deduced from the widespread occurrence of impact, volcanic, and water-related features
on the surface, which are often temporally and spatially associated. Martian surfaces of
different ages, for example, exhibit hydrological features such as large outflow channels
(Baker and Milton 1974), valley networks (Scott et al. 1995), gullies and debris aprons
(Malin and Edgett 2001), polygonal-patterned ground (Kargel 2004, Levy et al. 2009,
El Maarry et al. 2010), glaciers (Kargel and Strom 1992), rock glaciers (Mahaney et al.
2007), deltas (Ori et al. 2000a, Malin and Edgett 2003, Pondrelli et al. 2008, Di Achille
and Hynek 2010), and possible water bodies ranging from lakes to oceans (Scott et al.
1995, Fairén et al. 2003, Di Achille et al. 2006, Dohm et al. 2009a), all of which indicate
that Mars had liquid water on its surface at some time during its history, perhaps for
considerably long periods. Associated with this diverse and extensive evidence of Martian
aqueous activity, is the ubiquitous presence of impact craters (Barlow and Bradley 1990)
and massive magmatic complexes such as Tharsis and Elysium, along with their related
tectonic features (e.g., Anderson et al. 2001, 2008) in addition to other diverse evidence
of volcanism (e.g., Hodges and Moore 1994). Both landforms often interact in space and
time (Carr 1979, Newsom 1980, Mouginis-Mark 1990, Tanaka et al. 1998, Dohm et al.
2001a,b) which is expected to have produced widespread hydrothermal activity on Mars.
In the following sections, we look at more direct and indirect evidence for hydrothermal
activity on Mars.
1.6.2.1

SNC meteorites

The earliest evidence for hydrothermal activity on Mars derives from studies of Martian
SNC meteorites (SNC standing for shergottite, nakhlite, and chassignite; the three main
classes of Martian meteorites). Most of these meteorites comprise a geochemically and
isotopically related group that have bulk compositions similar to terrestrial basalts (McSween 1994). With the exception of the ALH84001 meteorite that has a crystallization
age of ≈4.5 Ga, the SNCs are geologically young, falling within the range 1.3-0.18 Ga.
Gooding (1992) showed that the SNC meteorites contain trace quantities (<0.01 wt%)
of primary hydrous minerals, including amphiboles and micas contained within glassy
16
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Figure 1.2: A typical Mars elevation map highlighting some of the significant features on
the surface, locations of interest that will be discussed in later sections, and locations of
all succesful lander missions to date.
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inclusions of primary igneous origin, as well as post-crystallization alumino-silicates,
carbonates, sulfates, halides and ferric oxides formed through interactions with late stage
aqueous solutions. The post-crystallization assemblage indicates that oxidizing, hydrous
solutions were present in the Martian crust (or some parts of it) sometime after 0.18 Ga.
In addition, the analysis of carbonate spherules in ALH84001 suggests that they formed at
elevated temperatures from groundwaters that readily interacted with atmospheric reservoirs (Romanek et al. 1994). Plausible mechanisms for the formation of such spherules
include hydrothermal systems associated with intrusive bodies, or large impacts (Jakosky
and Jones 1994).
1.6.2.2 Spectral data
Mineralogical mapping on Mars was conducted at first by TES, a thermal- mid-infrared
spectrometer onboard the Mars Global Surveyor (Christensen et al. 2004a), and OMEGA,
a hyperspectral imager on board the Mars Express (Bibring et al. 2004). These were later
improved upon by the CRISM instrument (Murchie et al. 2007) on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. We highlight their major findings related to possible hydrothermal
processes (see Appendix A for more information on the instruments used in this study).
One of the first discoveries of potentially hydrothermal deposits was reported by Christensen et al. (2004b) using data from TES of coarse-grained grey hematite deposits in
two regions on Mars: Sinus Meridiani, and Aram Chaos (refer to Figure 1.2 for locations
mentined in this study), both associated with sedimentary deposits. Christensen et al.
(2004b) discussed numerous mechanisms for formation and concluded that the deposits
"most likely formed by chemical precipitation from aqueous fluids under either ambient
or hydrothermal conditions".
Later, the OMEGA team identified olivine-rich surfaces in crater floors and rims
around Syrtis Major and in craters with diameters <20 km in their lobate ejecta in the
northern plains (Bibring et al. 2005, Poulet et al. 2005). Sulfate minerals, probably gypsum and possibly bassanite were detected in the north polar regions, correlating with the
dark dune fields of Olympia Undae (Langevin et al., 2005). Absorption bands corresponding to other sulfates, kieserite and epsomite, in addition to gypsum, were also found in the
light-toned layered deposits of Valles Marineris, Margaritifer Terra, and Meridiani (Gendrin et al. 2005). Such massive sulfate deposits could have been produced by magmaticsourced S-rich hydrothermal fluids. The OMEGA team also identified water-bearing
phyllosilicates scattered in many regions on Mars that are generally dated as Noachian
terrains. The identified species include Fe-rich smectites, Fe/Mg chlorite, chamosite, and
montmorillonite (Bibring et al. 2006). Fe-rich smectites such as nontronites are usually
found in hydrothermally altered mafic rocks on Earth. Such findings indicate that Mars
must have had and sustained an active hydrological system in order to alter mafic igneous
rock into clays. In addition, clay minerals can also form in the subsurface by hydrothermal
activity that can be either impact-generated or magmatic-driven.
Subsequent discoveries were made using the more advanced CRISM spectrometer.
Investigations at a higher spectral and spatial resolution revealed that phyllosilicates are
relatively common in the southern highlands occurring, apparently without geographical
restrictions, in association with hundreds of impact craters (Mustard et al. 2008). Additionally, CRISM data have allowed discovery of the diversity of the hydrated minerals
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present through the identification of kaolinite, illite or muscovite, hydrated silica, magnesium carbonate, zeolites, serpentines and prehnite (Mustard et al. 2008, Milliken et al.
2008, Ehlmann et al. 2008a, 2008b, 2009, Murchie et al. 2009). A particular region Mars
called Nili Fossae contains clay-carbonate alteration assemblages that have been put forward as an evidence for hydrothermal activity in the region on account of its similarity
to terrestrial analogs (Brown et al. 2010). Finally, a more direct evidence for hydrothermal activity (impact-generated in particular) was reported through the discovery of clay
minerals associated with the central peak of a Hesperian-aged impact crater (Marzo et al.
2010).
1.6.2.3 In-situ data from Landers: Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs)
In 2004, the Mars Exploration Rover, Spirit, landed on the volcanic plains of Gusev Crater
(Squyres et al. 2004, Figure 1.2), and has been in operation ever since. An overview of
the mission’s results and highlights can be found in the overview papers of the mission’s
leading scientists (e.g. Squyres et al. 2004, Arvidson et al. 2006, 2008, 2010). Early
measurements indicated that the Gusev plains’ geology was dominated by relatively unweathered olivine-rich basaltic soils and rocks. The first compelling evidence for significant water-related weathering was the discovery of goethite (Morris et al. 2006), which
is a mineral that requires the presence of water for its formation, in addition to hematite
and nanophase iron oxides as other alteration products.
Further analysis on a suite of rocks and soil samples using the onboard alpha-particle
X-ray, Mössbauer and thermal emission spectrometers revealed a class of rocks with
higher abundances of Cl, Br, Zn, and Ge with respect to other basaltic rocks in the area in
addition to nanophase iron and volcanic glass. This led Schmidt et al. (2008) to conclude
that this type of rock composition and texture (called Barnhill class by the mission scientists) implied interaction with briny groundwater during eruption. These measurements
were complemented by similar ones on nearby soils (called Paso Robles soils) reported by
Yen et al. (2008) that showed these soils to be dominated by ferric iron sulfates, silica, and
Mg-sulfates in addition to Ca-sulfates and phosphates in some samples. Based on the mineralogy, geochemistry, variability and geologic setting, Yen et al. (2008) concluded that
the Paso Robles soils likely formed as hydrothermal and fumarolic condensates derived
from magma degassing and/or oxidative alteration of crustal iron sulfide deposits. Later
observations in the mission added evidence for extensive volcanic activity and aqueous
alteration including the discovery of accretionary lapilli, sulfate, silica, and hematite-rich
deposits.
The second MER, Opportunity, landed in Meridiani also in 2004 (3 weeks after Spirit
at Gusev, Figure 1.2). Most of Opportunity’s mission interests have been directed towards nearby impact craters of which the most significant are the 20 meter-wide Eagle
Crater (where it originally landed), Endurance (150 m in diameter), and Victoria (1 km
in diameter) craters. At the time of writing, the rover is heading to Endeavor Crater; a
22-km-sized crater where sulfates and phyllosilicates have been detected using CRISM
(Wray et al. 2009). One of the mission highlights has been the analysis of the first stratigraphic section on a planetary body (Squyres et al. 2006, dubbed the Burns Formation).
The rocks of Meridiani are sandstones formed by eolian and aqueous reworking of sand
grains that are composed of fine-grained siliciclastics and sulfates. The sulfates in partic19
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ular, are dominantly Mg-sulfates and also include Ca-sulfates and jarosite. In addition,
the discovery of hematite-rich spherules (known as blueberries) in the eolian bedforms
suggests strong interaction with groundwater.

1.6.3

Impact-generated hydrothermal (IGH) systems on Mars

Impact-generated hydrothermal (IGH) systems are expected to develop around the vicinity of an impact event providing that the surface (target material) is volatile-rich. The
Martian crust probably contains significant amounts of water (e.g., Clifford 1993), a hypothesis confirmed by the detection of water ice in the near subsurface at high latitudes by
the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer onboard 2001 Mars Odyssey (Boynton et al. 2002, Feldman et al. 2002). Additionally, the discharge estimates for the outflow channels (assuming
they have been carved by water) range in millions of km3 (Carr 1996) indicating a large
subsurface reservoir. On the surface of present-day Mars, water is thermodynamically
unstable in most regions due to the low mean temperatures (≈180 ◦ K) and atmospheric
pressures (≈6 mbars). However, the polar ice caps are estimated to contain 1.2-1.7 million
km3 and 2-3 million km3 of water ice in the north and south caps respectively (Smith et
al. 1999). Finally, the Martian crust is littered with impact craters. Consequently, we
can deduce that IGH systems must have been very common on Mars, specially in, but
not constrained to, the Noachian period more than 3.5 Ga (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001)
which was characterized by high impact activity and probably a hotter planetary interior.
The most significant evidence of IGH activity to date has come from Toro impact
crater which is located in the northern margin of the Syrtis Major volcanic province.
Toro is a 42-km-diameter and 2-km-deep complex crater, having a central peak and a
central pit, both of which mark structural uplift, volatile release, and collapse. In addition,
putative hydrothermal mounds are observed on and around the central uplift. Analysis of
spectral data in Toro impact crater shows multiple mineralogic signatures that include
prehnite, chlorite, Fe-smectites, and opaline material (Marzo et al. 2010). The observed
suite of minerals is believed to be hydrothermal in origin, being linked to the impact crater
event during the Hesperian Period (Fairén et al. 2010, Marzo et al. 2010).
Several studies, including simple analytic models and 3D numerical porous-flow models, have investigated the behavior of IGH systems on Mars. Early studies focused on
potential association with crater lakes. When in communication with a large subsurface
aquifer, energy balance calculations show that crater lakes will remain at least partially
unfrozen for millions of years due to sublimation removal of ice from the top and release of latent heat of fusion as water turns to ice at the water-ice boundary (McKay et
al. 1985 and McKay and Davis 1991). Newsom et al. (1996) demonstrated that the additional heat supplied by a post-impact melt sheet extends lake lifetimes by tens of millions
of years. Rathbun and Squyres (2002) were the first to employ numerical models. Their
work showed that IGH systems associated with complex craters 180 km in diameter could
support a lake up to 1 km deep. Abramov and Kring (2005) modeled IGH systems associated with 30, 100, and 180 km diameter craters exposed to 5 ◦ C surface temperatures and
showed that host rock permeability is the main factor affecting fluid circulation, and that
these systems provide hospitable conditions for microbial life for 100,000 years. Barnhart
et al. (2010) were the first to incorporate freezing into numerical simulations of IGH systems thus constraining the effects of changing permeability and W/R ratio on the system’s
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longevity. Finally, Schwenzer and Kring (2008, 2009, and 2010) have investigated the resulting mineral assemblages for different IGH conditions, W/R ratios, permeabilites, and
parent material composition.

1.7

Summary and thesis structure

As discussed above, a planet such as Mars with its rich hydrologic and volcanic history is
expected to display various forms of hydrothermal actvity. Indeed, multiple observations
by various remote sensing and in-situ missions support this hypothesis. If we are to gain
better understanding on how Mars evolved though time, we need to study hydrothermal
systems because they give clues on the history of both liquid water and heat production
in the planet. The present era of space exploration offers plenty of opportunities for interdisciplinary science with a multitude of instruments that are either on the surface or
currently orbiting Mars. In this thesis, the author links information from various remote
sensing instruments to search for hydrothermal systems on Mars. In the context of this
thesis, a hydrothermal system will usually refer to sites of high potential for hydrothermal
activity in the past that are in high probability extinct nowdays (unless stated otherwise).
The remote sensing techniques that are discussed in this thesis are geochemical, mineralogic, geomorphologic, geologic, and geophysical in nature. However, they are by no
means the full extent of techniques that are/can be applied on Mars but are rather a subset
which the author was able to use during his studies. The goal of this study will be showing
that looking at data from various instruments at once can lead to a better understanding of
the procceses that act, not just on Mars, but also on Earth.
Chapter 2 will deal with the geochemical aspect through the use of Gamma-ray spectrometry along with a case study to highlight the advantage and limitations of such a technique in detecting IGH systems. Chapter 3 deals with geomorphological and geological
surface manifestations highlighted through an extensive case study that was carried out
to search for signs of IGH systems too. Chapter 4 is an extensive case study combining
all the techniques that have been discussed to search this time for a magmatic-driven hydrothermal system in the Apollinaris region. Finally. Chapter 5 acts as a follow-up to the
work highlighted in chapter 4 by introducing a geophyical technique, ground-penetrating
radar, and showing how it can be used to search for certain shallow subsurface manifestations of hydrothermal systems in both magmatic driven and IGH systems.
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2 Geochemical Studies through
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy
2.1

Introduction

The Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) onboard the 2001 Mars Odyssey is currently the
only instrument invoking such a detection technique on Mars. Gamma ray spectroscopy
is generally practical for planetary bodies that have little or no atmosphere which can
attenuate the gamma ray signal. The Martian atmosphere is thin enough to allow the
detection of gamma rays produced in the near-surface rocks and materials. A major advantage of this technique is its sampling depth (≈1 meter on Mars, Boynton et al. 2004) as
opposed to other techniques such as IR spectroscopy that can only sample the uppermost
100 microns of the surface limiting heterogeneity effects due to surface coatings.
The GRS comprises 3 instruments (Boynton et al. 2004): The Gamma Subsystem
(GS), the Neutron Spectrometer (NS), and the High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND).
The GS provides elemental abundances at a near-global scale with a footprint of 5◦ (≈300
km at the equator). Important instrument calibration and data reduction steps are discussed fully in Boynton et al. (2007). Currently, the GS has supplied the scientific
community with elemental maps of hydrogen, chlorine, iron, silicon, potassium, thorium
(Boynton et al. 2007), and more recently sulfur (McLenan et al. 2010), in addition to
other elements at a poorer resolution or as a global average such as uranium, aluminum,
calcium, sodium, chromium, and manganese (Evans et al. 2008). Due to presence of ice
in the near surface which masks the signals from other elements, the GS elemental maps
are usually confined to the mid latitudes (45◦ , and 75◦ for K and Th). Despite that, it
is this near global mapping in addition to the deep sampling of the GRS instrument that
has made it an excellent tool in determining significant regional-scale chemical variations
in the mid-latitudes of Mars (e.g., Taylor et al. 2006, Keller et al. 2006, Newsom et al.
2007, El Maarry et al. 2009, Karunatillake et al. 2009). More technical aspects of the
instrument can be found in Appendix A. We now look at a case study on IGH systems
that was published by the author as a Lunar and Planetary Science Conference (LPSC)
abstract and poster (El Maarry and Gasnault 2009).

2.2

Case-Study: Impact-generated Hydrothermal Systems

Hydrous minerals such as phyllosilicates and zeolites have been reported before in the
mid latitudes on Mars (Poulet et al. 2005, Bibring et al. 2006, Mustard et al. 2008).
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In many cases, these hydrous minerals are found associated with impact craters either in
the ejecta lobes, crater walls, or central peaks. Large impact events in water rich terrains
such as those on Mars are known to generate hydrothermal systems with long enough
lifetimes, even under current Martian conditions, to form hydrothermal alteration products
such as clay minerals, zeolites and carbonates (Newsom 1980). In addition, neutron and
gamma-ray elemental maps show that the surface of Mars is rich in the mid-latitudes with
chemically bound Hydrogen (Boynton et al. 2002, Feldman et al. 2002) since water ice
is not expected to be stable at such low latitudes (Mellon and Jakosky 1993). This work
aims at correlating the GRS hydrogen maps for the mid-latitudes, i.e. areas with high
probability of chemically bound Hydrogen, with another map depicting crater density in
bins similar to those of the GRS maps (5◦ x 5◦ bins).

2.2.1

Maps used

A simple method of crater counting was used for constructing a 5◦ x 5◦ gridded map.
Each bin was given a value that is dependent on the number of craters larger than 20 km
in diameter inside the grid, since craters smaller than this size are not expected to form
large enough hydrothermal systems that would yield considerable amounts of hydrous
minerals. Moreover, the grid score is indicative of the total area of the grid that is covered
by craters. This map was limited only to the mid-latitudes to have the same dimensions
of the gamma-ray elemental map of hydrogen. Finally, the crater density (Figure 2.1)
map was correlated with the most recent hydrogen elemental map from the GRS suite
(available online at http://grs.lpl.arizona.edu/home.jsp) which is mapped as equivalent
water through the assumption that most of the hydrogen is linked to oxygen atoms either
as water molecules or OH ions as part of the chemical structures of certain minerals
(Figure 2.2).

2.2.2

Results and discussion

The results of the correlation are shown in Figure 2.3. As a first estimate, the map
shows good positive correlation for many regions. Figure 2.4 shows a chi-square test
map for the region. On Mars, impacts have long been recognized as triggers to waterrelated events such as hydrothermal alteration of melt sheets and small outflow channels.
Furthermore, craters that are large enough (>20 km in diameter) are expected to have
sustained long-lived hydrothermal systems, and even crater lakes (Newsom et al. 1996).
The resulting products from such systems are commonly hydrous rich and altered minerals such as clay minerals (most notably nontronite and montmorillonite), zeolites, quartz,
and even carbonates. In addition, areas with low crater counts (associated with young
extensive volcanism) correlate strongly with areas of poor hydrogen, notably, the Tharsis
rise, Elysium, and Tyrrhena.
A similar work has been carried out before to correlate the GRS data with age units on
Mars (Hahn et al. 2007), where the authors report that H-rich areas in the mid-latitudes lie
mainly within Noachian terrain. Our analysis can provide a geological and geochemical
reasoning to this correlation. The most notable geomorphic feature that is currently visible
in the Noachian terrains is impact craters and basins. The good correlation between areas
of high crater density and H-rich regions and the corresponding trends in Amazonian and
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Figure 2.1: Map of crater density in the mid latitudes. The weighting score is directly
proportional to the surface area covered by impact craters larger than 20 km in diameter
in a given grid. The map is smoothed for clarity.

Figure 2.2: 5◦ x5◦ map of water-equivalent hydrogen in the near subsurface as measured
by the GRS. The map covers only the mid latitudes due to the masking effects of near
sub-surface ice in the higher latitudes.

H-poor regions imply that hydrothermal systems formed by impact crater events could be
a major contributer in forming the hydrous minerals that are apparent on the surface of
Mars today.
Nonetheless, despite the good overall correlation, the use of GRS as a tool for detecting hydrothermal systems can be problematic. The main strength of the GRS lies in its
ability to penetrate deeper into the surface than conventional spectrometers that are limited
25
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Figure 2.3: Correlation map of GRS equivalent water in the mid latitudes with crater
density superimposed on a Mars MOLA map. Red/Orange regions signify high positive
correlation between number of craters and concentration of chemically-bound water.

Figure 2.4: Map of Chi-square test on the datasets. Lower values (regions in blue) signify
a high degree of confidence.

to the first few microns of the surface, and its regional context. However, it is this regional
context that limits our ability to pinpoint accurate sources for the GRS reading. The GRS
footprint is ≈300 km at the equator. In addition, the data reduction step leads to crosscorrelation effects between each pixel and its neighbors. Consequently, while the GRS
may be inefficient in detecting small-scale activities, it can be used more effectively with
huge impact basins, in addition to the detection of possible indicators of magmatic-driven
systems. For instance, The GRS detects high chlorine and hydrogen over the Medusa
Fossae Formation that covers large areas in the Northern Plains of Mars. Such deposits
could be ignimbrite deposits related to hydrothermal/magmatic systems that led to explo26
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sive eruptions and the generation of large-scale pyroclastic flows as is seen at Apollinaris
Patera which is an important target area that will be discussed later in the thesis.
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3 Geology & Geomorphology through
High Resolution Images-Case Study:
Crater Floor Polygons
3.1 Preface
Since In-situ exploration remains in principle not possible yet for Mars except for very
limited exceptions such as the Landers and Rover missions, one has to rely heavily on
remote sensing from orbiting data (or Earth-based observations) to search for not only
evidence of hydrothermal activity, but also for numerous clues on the geological and geochemical evolution of Mars. One of the most important obstacles that a human remote
observer has to deal with is the principle of equifinality: Various geological processes can
take different evolutionary paths and yet end up with morphologically similar structural
manifestations. For that, it is important for the observer to derive means to strengthen or
eliminate some of the proposed formation mechanisms in order to constrain the possibilities and have a more accurate hypothesis. A similar problem arises during the search for
hydrothermal systems when trying to identify key geological features that would indicate
such an activity existed (or is still ongoing).
Desiccation cracks can act as an important indicator of the past presence of a water
body or lake. Indeed, as previously discussed, IGH systems are expected to generate
lakes in the crater basins which could be sustained for an amount of time depending on
the size and duration of the driving hydrothermal system. A major problem in identifying
these features on Mars is the morphological similarity of desiccation cracks to thermal
contraction permafrost polygons that are ubiquitous on the Martian surface due to the high
thermal fluctuations and extremely low temperatures. In this chapter, a case-study that
was published by the author (El Maarry et al. 2010) is presented in which a physical model
is put forward to differentiate between thermal contraction polygons and desiccation ones,
and in doing so, identify potential hydrothermally-generated paleolakes on the surface of
Mars.

3.2

Introduction

Polygons are one of the most common features in the high latitudes of Mars. They have
been observed by both landing and orbiting spacecraft. The mode of formation of these
polygons has been disputed among various workers in the field, and generally has de29
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pended, on their size scale. Polygons on Mars may range in size from 2 to 3 meters all the
way up to 10 kilometers in diameter. Consequently, different formation mechanisms have
been proposed depending on the size of the polygons of interest, and simple morphological investigation which include thermal contraction, desiccation, volcanic and tectonic
processes. (e.g., Mutch et al. 1976, 1977, Lucchita 1983, Pechmann 1988, Seibert and
Kargel 2001, Mangold 2005).
Thermal contraction polygons form when an ice-cemented soil undergoes seasonal
contraction resulting in high tensile stresses, which when large enough, can overcome
the tensile strength of the soil, thus creating a network of fractures to relieve the stress.
Repeated opening and closing of these fractures every season may lead to filling of these
cracks with materials such as dust and loose sand to form sand-wedges (Mellon et al.
2008). In the case where liquid water occurs in shallow surface thaw zones, ice wedges
can form by percolation into the open cracks. In either case, repeated seasonal cycles
further widen the wedges and develop a distinct surface signature (Lachenbruch 1962).
The first physical investigation of the feasibility of thermal contraction in forming
small-scale polygons (5 to 10 meters) on Mars was carried out by Mellon (1997) who
showed, given the current thermal regime on Mars, that thermal stress builds up in the near
surface at high latitudes (down to almost 2 meters beneath the surface at ±60◦ latitude) to
high enough values to cause fractures to occur assuming an ice-cemented ground’s tensile
strength of 2 to 3 MPa. More recent works by Mangold (2005) and Levy et al. (2009)
concentrated primarily on the morphological classification and distribution of these smallscale polygons (<25m in diameter).
Desiccation cracks form when a volatile-rich material dries up creating stresses through
changing surface tension between soil grains. These stresses form a network pattern of
cracks similar to thermal fractures. Desiccation crack patterns can be morphologically
similar to fractures formed by thermal contraction processes, and thus the two mechanisms are difficult to differentiate based on morphology alone. Indeed, the physical processes can be described by almost the same mathematical equations by replacing thermal
diffusivity with hydraulic diffusivity, and temperature profiles with volatile-concentration
profiles (Müller 1998). Desiccation crack polygons however, while usually millimetersized, can grow up to 300 meters in width, as shown in some terrestrial examples, depending largely on the hydraulic regime (Neal et al. 1968).
Volcanic processes can also form polygonal crack patterns through a single event of
thermal contraction such as is often observed in basaltic columns. Tectonic processes on
the other hand, can vary and may explain km-sized polygons located in the northern plains
of Mars (Pechmann 1980, McGill and Hills 1992). Faulting and rebound of sediment fill
in a basin after the removal of a water/ice load, for example, may have contributed to the
formation of giant polygons in Utopia (3 to 10 km-sized).
This work focuses on a peculiar group of intermediate-sized polygons that range in
size from 15 to 350 meters in diameter, which are associated almost exclusively with the
floor materials and occasionally, the ejecta deposits of impact craters (thereby giving them
the name Crater Floor Polygons), and are usually found to exhibit more fracturing with
time. We discuss the morphology of these polygons, and their similarity to desiccation
patterns and permafrost polygons on Earth and Mars. In addition, we investigate possible
formation mechanisms for these polygons. For this work, we are neglecting smaller sized
polygons that are 5 to 10 meters in diameter on account of their usual association to certain
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Figure 3.1: Typical crater floor polygons. (left) CTX image of a 14 km-sized crater. (upper right) High-resolution HiRISE subimage of same crater. Two distinct size groups can
be inferred: A large 70 to 350 m-sized polygons with an average polygon diameter of 120
m, and a smaller group, not always present, ranging in size from 5 to 20 m. (lower right)
HiRISE subimage of a single 100 m-wide polygon (Image IDs: CTX: P16_007372_2474,
HiRISE: PSP_007372_2475).
rock units rather than the crater floor and their abundance at other areas not associated with
impact craters.

3.3

Morphology and geographic distribution

Crater Floor Polygons (here and after referred to as CFPs) have been discussed, albeit
briefly, by previous workers (e.g., Seibert and Kargel 2001, Kuzmin and Zabalueva 2003,
Mangold 2005). These previous efforts have been limited to morphological investigations and classification, and did not benefit from the currently available high-resolution
imagery. For this work, the complete set of MOC (Malin and Edgett 2001) narrow angle
high-resolution images (1.5 to 12 meters/pixel) targeting impact craters were used. In addition, we used the images from the Context (CTX) camera (Malin et al. 2007) which has
a 6 m/pixel resolution, and the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE)
camera (McEwen et al. 2007) with its impressive 25-32 cm/pixel resolution that were
available at the time of our mapping effort (until November, 2009).
As can be seen through the different imaging systems (Figure 3.1), CFPs are characterized by a network of regularly spaced troughs surrounding an interior region of relatively level ground. Often seasonal CO2 frost accentuates the patterns. The troughs extend
around the perimeter of each polygon. Their dimensions are variable but tend to display
widths that range from ≈1 meter up to 10 meters. The polygonal pattern is created by the
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Figure 3.2: HiRISE subimages of crater floor polygons. (left) 100 m-wide polygon with a
6 to 8 m-wide, frost-filled troughs surrounding it. Secondary troughs within the primary
polygons form polygons with an average diameter of 10 m. Image ID: PSP_007372_2475
(67.2◦ N, 47.8◦ E). (right) 125 m-wide polygon with frost-free troughs. Note the lack of
secondary troughs. Image ID: PSP_001942_2310 (50.7◦ N, 341.6◦ E).

intersection of these troughs in a commonly orthogonal manner; though some irregular
and semi-hexagonal patterns also occur. Such pattern is common among fractures formed
through thermal contraction or desiccation processes (Lachenbruch 1962). The features
may cover the entire crater floor, but occasionally they occupy isolated patches or regions,
especially in large (>50 km in diameters) craters.
There are different ways to measure the size of a polygon. For example, Levy et al.,
(2009) employed a technique of averaging the distance between the center of a polygon
and its closest 6 neighbors. Mellon et al. (2008) used both the average of long and short
axes and the average of X and Y image axes, finding statistically the same result and that
axis orientation did not matter. In this work, the variance in polygon size was observed to
be low, and thus the polygons could be adequately approximated to be squares. As a result,
polygons were counted inside a region of interest with a known surface area followed by
taking the square root of the average polygon area, yielding a satisfactory average for the
CFPs inside a given crater. It can be seen from the high resolution images (Figure 3.2)
that the polygons may form two distinct size groups: the main or primary troughs form
polygons that range in size from 15 to 350 meters in diameter, with an average global
size of 120 meters (Figure 3.3). This group represents the prime focus of the current
work. Secondary troughs, when present, are narrower and embedded within the larger
polygons and thus subdividing them. These troughs tend to intersect in a more random
manner. The smaller polygons range in size from 4 to 20 meters, and as such resemble
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Figure 3.3: A histogram of the average polygon diameter of the main (primary population). Each point represents an average of polygon size in a certain crater (or locality
in the case of Hellas and Argyre basins). Most polygons are 100âĂŞ120 m in diameter.
Inbox: A list of important statistical parameters for the database. Sigma stands for the
population standard deviation.

more closely thermal contraction (ice or sand wedge) polygons that are widespread in
the Martian high latitude and circumpolar regions. However, they may also represent
progressive subdivision common in terrestrial mud cracks.
CFPs are found almost exclusively in impact crater floor material and less frequently
along crater walls or associated with ejecta deposit materials. With few exceptions, they
lack raised rims. Some however, show uplifted centers (Figure 3.2), which are features common to ice-wedge or sand-wedge polygons due to incremental seasonal wedge
growth. On the other hand, numerous craters at low (warmer) latitudes show simple,
almost unfilled troughs, which is more indicative of "one-time" desiccation processes.
Finally, the above mentioned characteristics of CFPs are used to distinguish them from
common rock fractures that usually show more random forms of cracking which includes
shapes and sizes, as opposed to both the orthogonal geometry and the local uniformity of
polygon sizes of CFPs.
Craters containing CFPs are variable in size (Figure 3.4) with no visible correlation
between the polygons and crater diameters. In other words, a large crater does not appear
to have larger polygons than a smaller one. Figure 4b shows the ratio of craters containing
CFPs to the global population of the same size class (Barlow Crater Database: Version 1).
It can be seen that with the interesting exception of large impact basins (>100 km), the
CFP-craters seem to show similar frequency distributions to the global population (thus
limiting imaging coverage biases). However, CFPs appear to be more common among
33
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Figure 3.4: (a) Histogram of diameters of craters containing CFPs. Most features are
located in complex craters ranging in size from 7 to 100 km in diameter ( 83%). A smaller,
albeit significant population is located in small (<7 km) simple craters (15%). (b) Plot of
CFP-filled craters as a ratio of the global crater population (over 42,000 craters) with the
same diameter. It can be seen that CFPs are indeed more common in complex craters than
in simple ones. (c) A histogram of depth-diameter (d/D) ratios for impact craters in this
study. Of total craters, 59% have a d/D ratio between 0.02 and 0.03, and more than 93%
are less than 0.06. The average d/D for fresh craters on Mars is 0.09 for simple craters
and 0.11 for complex ones.

craters that are larger than 7 km in diameter. Such craters are termed complex since
gravity causes the initially steep crater walls to collapse downward and inward, forming a
complex structure with a central peak or peak ring (Melosh 1989). This preference could
be attributed to the fact that complex craters have a larger probability of creating a postimpact lake due to the higher energies involved (Abramov and Kring 2005). There is a
preference to small and middle-sized complex craters (7-20 km in diameter). This could
indicate an age bias, since most craters in this range are expected to be younger than
larger craters, thus maintaining a higher probability for the features’ preservation. The
large discrepancy with respect to the large basins can be attributed to an imaging bias,
since most of the large basins are extensively imaged due to higher scientific interest.
Depth to diameter ratios (d/D) of variable-sized impact craters containing CFPs (Figure 3.3) are usually lower than the nominal ratio for "fresh" craters on Mars (Barlow
1993, 1995). d/D ratios for fresh craters on Mars can differ markedly depending on location due to the heterogeneity in surface properties thus rendering the use of a single d/D
relationship for fresh impact craters on Mars impractical (Barlow 1995). As a result, d/D
ratios can vary from 0.06 to 0.35 for simple craters (with a considerable error margin),
and 0.04 to 0.23 for complex craters (Barlow 1993). However, the rather low values are
confined to certain localities on Mars such as Maja Valles and Acidalia, regions where
there has been significant emplacement of rock materials (Tanaka et al. 2005) and as a re34
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sult an average of 0.09 for simple craters and 0.11 for complex craters is considered to be
globally acceptable for this analysis. Such values are markedly higher than d/D ratios for
the craters in this study since almost 60% of them fall in the range between 0.02 and 0.03,
while 93% of the craters have d/D ratios less than 0.06. This indicates that the polygonal
patterns are usually occurring in infill deposits that have accumulated inside the craters
after their formation.

3.3.1

Geographical distribution

Figure 3.5 shows the locations of 262 impact craters that have been observed in this
study to contain CFPs (For the full list, see Appendix B). The northern lowlands show
an apparent preference to high latitudes. In the case of the southern highlands, while
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high latitudinal preference is similarly visible to a certain degree, locations seem to be
more scattered. Interesting to note is that the features extend down to the equator in both
hemispheres. In addition, clustering of the features is evident in many localities. Notable
examples are Nili Fossae and Utopia in the north, and Hellas basin in the south.
Utopia Planitia is centered at 49.7 ◦ N 118 ◦ E in the northern lowlands. The landscape
comprises an assemblage of landforms that is consistent with aqueous processes that could
be related to the formation of large bodies of water and of periglacial activity (e.g., Parker
et al. 1993, Scott et al. 1995, Fairén et al. 2003, Soare et al. 2005, de Pablo and
Komatsu 2009). The Nili Fossae region, centered at ≈22 ◦ N, 75 ◦ E and located northwest
of the Isidis Basin, records a significant hydrologic/lacustrine history (e.g., Fassett and
Head 2005), including mineralogical signatures of olivine (Hoefen et al. 2003), hydrous
minerals (e.g., Mangold et al. 2007, Mustard et al. 2008, Ehlmann et al. 2008a, 2009),
and more recently, carbonates (Ehlmann et al. 2008b). Centered at 42.7 ◦ S, 70 ◦ E, Hellas
Basin is one of the largest impact craters in the Solar System with a diameter and an
average depth of 2300 km and 7 km, respectively. Its rich array of deposits and various
geomorphological features point to numerous episodes of hydrologic activity, including
the formation of possible lakes and glaciers (e.g., Moore et al. 2001, Bandfield 2008), as
well as aeolian deposition (Tanaka and Leonard 1995).
Finally, some well-known impact craters containing CFPs that have been discussed
before in literature due to their significant history of liquid water processes and/or interesting mineralogy include Gusev (Grin and Cabrol 1997), Gale (Cabrol et al. 1999),
Holden (Pondrelli et al. 2005) Bakhuysen (Malin and Carr 1999), Antoniadi (Bandfield
2006), Miyamoto (Wiseman et al. 2008), Jezero (Ehlmann et al. 2009), Endeavour (Wray
et al. 2009), and Morella (Komatsu et al. 2009).

3.3.2

Association with periglacial features

Notably, most polygons in the high latitudes are filled with a high-albedo material (either
permanent ice or seasonal frost) that highlights the features aiding in their detection. This
feature enhancement could be responsible for creating an "apparent" latitudinal bias when
compared to warmer locations. The CFPs have been described as periglacial features
formed by thermal contraction processes acting on a water ice-rich substrate (Kuzmin
and Zabalueva 2003, Mangold 2005), in part influenced by this latitudinal bias coupled
with a limited number of identified CFPs during previous investigations, although other
studies have pointed out the difficulty of ruling out desiccation processes (Seibert and
Kargel 2001). While the basic assumption behind identifying these features as periglacial
has been on the grounds that they were not observed below 60◦ in both hemispheres, our
mapping shows that more than 37% of the observed features are located below this latitude
extending to the equator (Figure 3.6). A significant reason for these features escaping
detection has to do with the resolution limit of previous imaging instruments. Indeed,
most of the observations in the lower latitudes are possible due to the very high resolution
of the HiRISE camera, which can resolve sub-meter features. This permitted the detection
of 1 meter-wide-troughs, thus expanding the dataset considerably. Nonetheless, we cannot
rule out possible contributions from periglacial conditions in enhancing CFP distribution
in the high latitudes.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of craters with CFPs shown on a Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
topography map of Mars. Features appear to be concentrated at high latitudes. However,
a considerable number extends equatorward. Note the regional clustering at Utopia, Nili
Fossae in the Northern Hemisphere, and Hellas in the south.
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of CFP distribution. A dominant occurrence of CFPs is observed
at higher latitudes. However, the features extend down to the equator and more than 35%
can be found below Lat 60◦ in both hemispheres.

3.3.3

Terrestrial analogs

On Earth, thermal contraction polygons in the form of ice and sand wedges, are located in
both Arctic and Antarctic environments. They are generally 20 meters wide (Yoshikawa
2000), but can grow up to 45 meters such as the giant polygons in Iceland (Friedman et
al. 1971). While individual cracks may only be millimeters wide in a given season, many
years of cracking can cause wedges to grow to meter-scale.
Though desiccation cracks are commonly sub-meter in scale, a comprehensive work
on giant desiccation polygons (Neal et al. 1968) lists numerous localities in the Great
Basin playas in the United States that have desiccation-crack polygonal patterns attaining
a width of up to 300 meters. Interesting examples are Coyote Lake in California (Figure 3.7; 35◦ 050 N, 116◦ 450 W), Black Rock Desert in Nevada (Willden and Mabey 1961)
(40◦ 450 N, 119◦ 120 W), Guano Lake in Oregon (42◦ 070 N, 119◦ 310 W), and the Indian
Springs Playa (36◦ 420 N, 115◦ 380 W). These locations show desiccation cracks ranging
in size from 30 to 75 meters with some of the polygons reaching 300 meters in diameter, approximating the CFP dimensions. In addition, the cracking patterns show similar
orthogonal intersections, as well as polygons that occasionally grade into striped patterns
observed in some CFP cases (Figure 3.8). On Earth, such features usually occur in clay
playas, but can also occur in other geological materials such as sandstone. The formation
of these polygons is attributed to desiccation of the once water-rich materials related to the
lowering of the ground water table. If the material initially contained a significant water
volume, the loss of this water would result in major shrinkage and related tensile stresses,
leading to rupturing and formation of fissures to relieve the stress. In colder regions, desiccation and thermal contraction processes can work together. Prime examples include
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Figure 3.7: Desiccation cracks in Coyote Lake in California, US (35.1◦ N, 116.7◦ W).
Crack spacing ranges from 30 to 75 m. These cracks have formed through the lowering
of the water table. (Image credit: Google Earth).

dry karst lake basins in Tuktoyaktuk, Canada (Mackay 1966, Soare et al. 2008). As a
thermokarst lake loses its water through evaporation or drainage, wet lake sediments are
exposed to freezing temperatures (Mackay 1966). A freezing front forms and migrates in
a downward direction, eventually forming thermal contraction polygons. These polygons,
however, are considerably smaller (≈40 m in diameter) than the CFPs.
Many volcanic rocks, especially basaltic flows, are divided by fractures into slender prismatic columns. In plain view, these column-bounding fractures form remarkable
polygonal patterns that vary from being orthogonal to nearly hexagonal (Aydin and Degraff 1988). The columns are usually tens of meters long with diameters that range from ≈
0.2 to 2 meters at most (Grossenbacher and McDuffue 1995). Such a small diameter range
makes it unlikely that such a process could be responsible for the formation of CFPs. In
addition, as described above, most of the craters with CFPs show d/D ratios that indicate
deposits that partly infill the impact crater. However, the general morphology of these
deposits is not indicative of lava flows. As a result, taking into account the morphology,
physical dimensions, and geologic context of the CFPs, we are left with thermal contrac39
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Figure 3.8: (left) Desiccation stripes in the Indian Springs Playa, Nevada (36◦ 420 N,
115◦ 380 W). Factures are 400 m in length on average (Image: Google Earth). (right)
Morphologically similar patterns associated with CFPs in some Martian craters. Sun
is in the top right of the image. Stripe-like patterns are 600 m in length (Image ID:
PSP_001942_2310, centered at 50.7◦ N, 341.6◦ E).

tion in permafrost and desiccation processes as viable mechanisms for the formation of
CFPs. In the following section we discuss these two processes in more detail.

3.4

Mode of formation: thermal contraction in permafrost vs. desiccation

Differentiating between different polygon formation mechanisms using remote sensing
and limited in-situ data has been, and remains to be, a difficult task. Ever since polygons
were observed at the Viking 2 Lander site, it has remained elusive to pinpoint a specific
formation mechanism. This has been largely due to the sole reliance on remote morphological investigations. An example of an early investigation is Mutch et al. (1977),
who favored thermal contraction as a mechanism for forming the polygons at the Viking
lander site. However, they could not rule out desiccation processes. This was not the
case with km-sized polygons located in the Utopia basin (Mutch et al. 1976). Several
authors (e.g., Pechmann 1988, McGill and Hills 1992) have shown that thermal contraction among other periglacial processes and desiccation could not be responsible for the
formation of these giant polygons since that would involve a relatively deep stressed zone
(almost 500 meters deep), which cannot be due to thermal or desiccation tensile stresses.
As such, they concluded that regional tectonic processes were most likely responsible
for the formation of the polygons. The debate has remained, however, for smaller (10 to
200 meter-sized) polygons. Baker (2001), for example, favored ice-wedging as a process
for forming the 40 to 100 meter-sized polygons that were seen in Mars Orbiter Camera
(MOC) images. Seibert and Kargel (2001) favored the same mechanism, but did not rule
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out mud desiccation.
The first physical investigation of thermal stresses on Mars and their role in forming
polygonal troughs in permafrost was done by Mellon (1997). Using a standard thermal
model for Mars (Mellon and Jakosky 1993), he was able to show that diurnal thermal fluctuations on Mars were capable of generating enough thermal tensile stress in the higher
latitudes (from 45◦ and upwards) to overcome an assumed tensile strength (2 to 3 MPa) of
a frozen soil (linear mixture of basalt and ice with a porosity of 45%) creating polygonally
fractured terrains. Mellon et al. (2008) modeled thermal contraction polygon size using
a more sophisticated finite element model than was used in Mellon (1997). Though their
work focused on 68◦ N latitude (in preparation for the Phoenix mission), a key support of
this work is that they showed that small polygons (roughly 5-20 meters) are the norm on
Mars, larger ones (>20 meters) require very specific conditions, and very large polygons
(20m) are difficult to form at best. A first step in our physical modeling is to use the
results from the previous studies to deduce the maximum physically achievable fracture
depth, and consequently, the fracture spacing to answer an important question: with the
current knowledge of Martian meteorology and soil properties, can thermal stresses alone
be responsible for the formation of 20-250 meter-sized polygons with current climatic
conditions on Mars?

3.5 The physical model
3.5.1

Depth and spacing of tension cracks

Tension or contraction cracks develop in different materials of geological interest, such
as basalts, mud, and permafrost. They occur in response to the buildup of stress in a
material by different mechanisms such as tectonic extensional forces, cooling, or loss of
volatiles (desiccation). If the material is not allowed to contract (or strain), stresses may
build up until they exceed the tensile strength of the given material, in which case, fractures develop to relieve the stress. The amount of relieved stress will depend on many
factors related to the material’s physical properties, but to a first order, it is directly dependant on the depth of the crack. The depth of the crack in return, is mainly dependant
on the thickness of the stressed zone (hereafter, "stress" implies tensile stresses unless
stated otherwise). The tensional crack is not expected to propagate much deeper beyond
the stressed zone. Nonetheless, Maloof et al. (2002) showed that fractures may propagate
3-15 times the depth of the thermally stressed layer if the ground is cold and brittle. However, they modeled diurnal thermal variations which form a 10-20 cm-thick stressed layer
under terrestrial conditions at ≈600 Ma during a Neoproterozoic glacial episode (Maloof
et al. 2002). For such thin stressed layers, both gravitational loading and geothermal
gradients are not significant. On the other hand, variations on a seasonal scale create a
thicker meter-scale stressed zone, and fractures in that case do not extend far beyond the
stressed layer due to compressive stresses and viscous relaxation associated with transition to warmer temperatures.
For a given initial stress distribution, the width of the zone of stress relief (i.e. crack
spacing) increases with the depth of the fracture (Lachenbruch 1961, 1962) as deeper
fractures allow more strain to occur at the surface which elastically relieves more stress.
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The extent of this dependence varies according to the mechanism under investigation.
Lava cooling columns usually have fracture depths several times the fracture spacing. But
this is a special case, because the fracture spacing is set in the top layer that has hardened,
while the deeper and hotter parts of the flow are still fluid (Müller 1998, Toramaru and
Matsumoto 2004). In the case of thermal contraction polygons and desiccation cracks
in mud and various soils, the ratio of fracture depth to spacing varies from 1:3 up to an
upper limit of 1:10 (Lachenbruch 1962, Corte and Higashi 1964, Neal et al. 1968, Parker
1999). From the above we can infer that the size of the fractured network of polygons is
directly indicative of the thickness of the stressed zone. Thin stressed zones can only lead
to relatively shallow fractures which in turn have a small stress-relief effect making the
fracture spacing small. On the other hand, thick stressed zones lead to the formation of
deeper, more stress-relief-efficient fractures, thereby increasing the crack spacing and the
overall size of the polygonal network.
In order to estimate the maximum depth a fracture can penetrate, two approaches are
possible: the energy criterion and the stress intensity approach (Anderson 2005). These
two approaches are usually equivalent, and so both will be used simultaneously. The
energy-criterion approach states that crack extension occurs when the energy for crack
growth is sufficient to overcome the resistance of the material. Assuming linear elastic
material and following Anderson (2005), the energy released during crack formation per
unit area, G, is given by:
πσ2 d
(3.1)
E
where d is fracture depth in meters, E is the Young’s modulus in pascals, σ is the remotely
applied stress in pascals, and G is in J/m2 . For every material there is a characteristic Gc ,
such that as long as the energy release rate of the growing fracture is larger than this
critical value Gc , the fracture continues to grow. The maximum depth of the crack will be
the point at which G = Gc which is given by,
G=

πσ2f d

(3.2)
E
where σ f refers to the failure stress or as it is referred to commonly in literature, the
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the material. Equation (3.1) and (3.2) state simply, that
as long as the tensile stresses around the crack are surpassing the tensile strength of the
material, the fracture will continue to grow. The stress-intensity approach involves the
use of a single constant called Stress-Intensity Factor K, which when known, can be used
to compute the whole stress-strain distribution around a fracture tip (Anderson 2005). K
was expressed adequately for vertical fractures in a given material by Lachenbruch (1962)
who considered both thermal stresses and hydrostatic ones caused by the weight of ground
to compute KI . Where the "I" subscript refers to Mode I cracking which is a shear-free
tensional crack. The expression for K is written as:
Gc =

ai
KI = Σi σi d1/2 γ( ) − 0.68ρgd3/2
(3.3)
d
where the first term in the right hand side of the equation is the thermal contribution to the
stress-intensity factor (Kthermal ). γ is the "normalized crack-edge stress intensity factor",
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Table 3.1: Normalized crack-edge stress-intensity factor γ. Adapted from Lachenbruch
(1962).
a/d
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.75
1

γ (a/d)
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.41
0.64
1.1

which is a dimensionless quantity that has a value dependent on the fraction of the stressed
zone in question to the total fracture depth [ adi ] (Lachenbruch 1962). The values of γ are
given in Table 3.1 for different fractions ( da ). So as an example, for a fracture depth
of 1 meter, the ( da ) fraction of 0.05 would correspond to a = 5 cm. Consequently, the
ith component of Kthermal would be computed by multiplying d (1 meter) by 0.04, then
multiplying the square root of that product by the value of σ at a depth of 5 cm. The
summation over the whole crack length gives the final Kthermal value.
The second term depicts the hydrostatic contribution (Khydros ) where ρ is the soil density, and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. Similar to our definition of Gc , if
we assume that the material fails locally at some critical combination of stress and strain,
then it follows that fracturing must occur at a critical stress intensity KIc . KIc is what is
termed in fracture mechanics as "fracture toughness", which is a size-independent material property with the SI units of Pa m1/2 . Finally, KI can be related to G in the following
manner,
KI2
E0

(3.4)

E0 = E

(3.5)

G=
where,
for the case of plane stress, and
E0 =

E
1 − ν2

(3.6)

for the case of plane strain.
In equation (3.6), ν is Poisson’s ratio. For our case, the plane strain case is adopted,
since all the principle stresses are taken into account and the normal strain, which is small
compared to the horizontal stresses, is neglected. So in theory, if the stress distribution in
the ground and the fracture depth can be estimated, it should be possible to compute the
stress intensity factor and strain energy release during the formation of the crack.

3.5.2

Method of analysis

In order to estimate the thermal stress distribution in the ground, we adopted the stress
profiles computed by Mellon (1997) using a time-dependent viscoelastic model (Figure
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Table 3.2: Basic Parameters used in the model
Parameter
Value
Mean Soil Temperature
180 ◦ K
-30
0
30
Young’s ModulusLotitude
E
1.172 x 1010 Pa
Poisson’s Ratio ν
0.4
Lowρ Inertic]Model
Soil(c)
Density
1800 Kg/m3
g Mars
3.82 m/s2

60

90

3.9). Interested readers are referred to that paper for a thorough description of the model.
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Figure 3.10: Variation of crack extension energy (G) with final crack depth for a high
inertia case in latitude 60◦ N (blue diamonds) and 45◦ N (green diamonds). The depth
where G =Gc is assumed to be the final depth a crack can reach, which in the 60◦ N case
is ≈6 m for a material with 3 MPa tensile strength (black solid line), and ≈7.5 m for a
weaker 2 MPa material (yellow solid line). Similarly for the 45◦ N case, the final depths
are 2 and 3.5 m, respectively. Lower latitudes or lower thermal inertias would lead to
shallower crack limits.

3.5.3

Results

Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the results of the above described computation for a frozen
soil with a tensile strength of 2 MPa and 3 MPa. The solid lines represent the crack
extension energies computed from Mellon’s results for thermal stress at latitudes 60◦ N
and 45◦ N for various maximum depths of fracture penetration. The point of interest is
the depth where the crack extension energy is not enough to sustain the crack extension
process, or in other words, where G drops below Gc . The figure shows these depths to
be 7.5 meters in the case of a 2 MPa material and 6 meters for a 3 MPa one at 60◦ N. At
latitude 45◦ N these values are 2 meters and 3.5 meters respectively. Note that in either
case, extension energies approach zero at a given depth. This signifies the transition from
a tensile regime to a compressive one for the area under investigation, and represents
to close approximation the maximum depth a crack would extend if the tensile strength
of the material was completely ignored. This however, is not an accurate simulation of
the problem at hand, and as such, our attention is focused on the lower realistic values.
Considering the ratios reported in the literature ranging from 1:3 to 1:10 for crack depth
versus crack separation, an upper limit of 18-23 meters in the 1:3 case and 60-75 meters
in the 1:10 one can be determined for a frozen soil ranging in tensile strength between 2
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and 3 MPa.
It should be noted that these are not absolute values; the maximum limits of polygon
sizes should be related to the thermal stress fields (i.e. latitude and location in general),
as well as material strength and its physical properties such as density and thermal conductivity. However, the fact that this analysis is made for latitude that exhibits one of the
highest computed thermal stresses in addition to the model assumption of a high inertia
(thus a thick stress field) means that the preceding values can act as upper limits to thermal
contraction polygon diameters at current Martian climate conditions. It is also worth mentioning that the first set of results (assuming the 1:3 ratio) are in excellent agreement with
a previous finite-element modeling of thermal contraction polygon sizes at the Phoenix
landing site at 68◦ N (Mellon et al. 2008) in addition to mean diameters of such polygons
on Mars (Levy et al. 2009). Similar calculations at 45◦ N strengthen our conclusions.
Note how the upper limits for polygon size decrease considerably to 6-10 meters in the
1:3 case, and 20-35 meters in the 1:10 case. Similarly, lower thermal inertia values will
lead to lower limits on polygon diameters since the high stresses will be concentrated at
a shallower depth. A point worth mentioning at this stage is that our model assumes soil
homogeneity. Heterogeneities within the material in question and zones of weaknesses
are believed to be present but they are not expected to affect the overall soil properties by
orders of magnitude.
From these results it can concluded that most of the CFPs are simply too large to
have formed with thermal stresses alone under current climatic conditions, and as such,
require a higher and deeper stress regime to form. The remaning mechanism that fits
the morphological investigations is desiccation. In that case, CFPs can act as excellent
markers of dried-up bodies of water inside impact crater basins. This is an interesting
outcome which is further discussed in the following section.

3.6

Discussion

We start this section by reviewing previous research on Martian paleolakes in general
and impact crater lakes in particular. Next, the implications of our results are discussed,
which includes highlighting other lake features that have been observed in craters among
the CFPs. Finally, we discuss different formation mechanisms for crater lakes.

3.6.1

Crater paleolakes

Research on Martian lakes has always been linked to our understanding of the history of
water on Mars. Ever since the discovery of channels and valleys on Mars in 1972 by the
Mariner 9 (Masursky 1973), and the growing agreement in the scientific community that
water must have been the key player in forming them, a large body of work has suggested
that lakes or long standing bodies of water could have existed on the Martian surface
having addressed the questions of their stability under current and past (perhaps warmer
and wetter) conditions (e.g., Carr 1983, Carr et al. 1987, Squyres 1989, Altheide et al.
2009) as well as their possible locations (e.g., Scott et al. 1995, Wharton et al. 1995,
Forsythe and Blackwelder 1998, Cabrol and Grin 1999, Orofino et al. 2009).
Soon afterwards, it was realized that compared to open, unconfined basins, lakes in
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[a]
Figure 3.11: Examples of the features discussed in section 4.6.2. (a) An endogenic lake
forms in a crater without inlet or outlet channels. (b) An exogenic lake has an inlet channel
acting as a source like for example Jezero crater. The image also shows an example of
a deltaic fan that shows distinctive layering in the high resolution images. (c) A clear
example of a putative shoreline can be seen in Galdakao crater. Shorelines can be detected
through a distinctive change in surface textures. (d) An example of a mound associated
with CFPs in an unnamed crater. The mound is almost 150 m across. (Image IDs: (a)
CTX: P16_007372_2474, (b) P03_002387_1987, (c) P17_007816_1652).

impact craters were more interesting targets from an exobiological point of view (Newsom
et al. 1996, Grin and Cabrol 1997, Cabrol et al. 1999), in addition to facilitating the limnologic analysis due to their well-defined topography, clearer sedimentary features, better
depth/diameter models, and more accurate estimates of sediment ratio content (Cabrol
and Grin 1999). Detailed analysis has identified many sedimentary structures that can act
as indicators of paleolakes. Examples include channels, lacustrine deltas, terraces, shorelines, mounds, evaporites, and layered sedimentary deposits (Cabrol and Grin 1999).

3.6.2

Survey results

We conducted a search for paleolake-related sedimentary features as highlighted above
using our CFP-containing crater database, including differentiating the craters that showed
inflow channels breaching the crater walls from those that appeared to be closed isolated
basins with no visible external source of water. Since such features are occasionally
kilometer-sized, additional higher spatial images from the Thermal Emission Imaging
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[b]

[c]
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[d]

System (THEMIS) (Christensen et al. 2004) were used to facilitate detection. The survey reveals that out of the 262 craters in our database, only 20 craters (7.6%) show wall
breaching by channels, with the rest being closed basins (Figure 3.11). Despite that,
over 40% of the craters in the survey (109 craters) show at least one of the previously
highlighted lake features, with 12.5% (33 craters) of them showing multiple features. Almost all breached craters show layering, terraces, lacustrine deltas and putative shorelines.
Closed-basin craters however, are not expected to show features of running water such as
deltas, and as such, they show mostly mounds, layering, and putative shoreline features
such as ridges, bars, and troughs parallel to the crater rim. In addition, some craters in the
high latitudes (especially in Utopia) show features similar to thermokarst pits (Costard
and Kargel 1995). Since most of the sedimentary features are expected to be present only
in breached craters, we also searched for gullies and fluidized ejecta. While gullies can
be good indicators of ground water sapping, which can act as a potential internal source
(Malin and Carr 1999), rampart craters directly indicate that the impact occurred in a liquid water/ice-rich environment (Mouginis-Mark 1987). Our survey shows that 88% (224)
of the craters are rampart. Most of the non-rampart craters are large basins breached by
channels. In addition, 12% (31) of the craters are gullied, with most of them situated between 40◦ N to 70◦ N and 35◦ S to 65◦ S. Additionally, almost all craters show small depth
to diameter ratios in relation to fresh craters, and as such, it can be concluded that most of
them contain sedimentary deposits which again suggests the existence of a water-enriched
environment such as a paleolake.
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3.6.3

Formation mechanism and ages of crater lakes

In light of these results, we can infer that most of the surveyed craters were occupied by
lakes for some part of their history supporting the desiccation hypothesis for the formation of CFPs. Such crater lakes can be divided into two types depending on the source of
water: 1) Exogenic lakes are formed by breaching of the crater wall with inflow channels
and later settling of water and sediment in the crater basin. In some cases, the volume
of inflowing water would exceed the holding capacity of the crater, and thus overspill or
form outflow channels. A well-known example from this category is the MER Spirit landing site, Gusev Crater, where Ma’adim Vallis debouches (Grin and Cabrol 1997). Scott
et al. (1993) produced a geologic map of the distinct volcano, Apollinaris Patera, and its
surroundings, showing that Ma’adim Vallis may have breached the northern rim of Gusev
Crater and emplaced fluvial deposits to the north of the impact crater basin. 2) Endogenic
lakes are formed shortly after the impact process and can be the result of ground water
sapping if the impact was relatively small, but sufficient in size to breach the ice/water table; alternatively, a lake could result from an impact-generated hydrothermal system if the
target material was volatile rich, and the impact was large enough to sustain such a system (Newsom 1996, Rathbun and Squyres 2002, Abramov and Kring 2005). Considering
that most of the craters in this study are isolated basins, we infer that impact-generated
hydrothermal systems are the main formation mechanism for most of the putative lakes,
though further investigation is merited to see whether processes such as precipitation or
melting in a transient period of high obliquity could have contributed to the CFPs.
Determining the age of a crater lake with any degree of certainty is a difficult task.
Exogenic lakes can form through various rates of ground water discharge ranging from
slow to catastrophic. In addition, they can also form through episodes of glacial melt
(Cabrol and Grin 2002). In either case, such lakes are expected to have formed during
the Noachian Period (more than 3.5 Ga, Hartmann and Neukum 2001), coinciding with
the formation of valleys and channels more prevalent than later periods (Carr and Head
2009). Other possibilities include certain periods of time when liquid water was allowed
to persist on the Martian surface, perhaps through obliquity changes (Haberle et al. 2000)
or transient changes in climate through magmatically-induced flooding such as related
to the development of the Tharsis magmatic complex and ponding to form water bodies
ranging from lakes to oceans in the northern plains (Baker et al., 1991, 2000; Fairén et
al. 2003). Endogenic lakes, on the other hand, are expected to form shortly after the
impact event, where there is still enough thermal energy to cause melting in the nearby
cryosphere or generation of a hydrothermal system. This means that such lakes may have
been present as recently as the Amazonian (3.4-2 Ga to present, Hartmann and Neukum
2001), which is the accepted age for most of the geologic features in the northern plains
(Tanaka et al. 1995).
A key issue from an exobiological point of view is the lifetime of a crater lake. While
we cannot infer with high certainty the life time of exogenic lakes, better estimates can be
made for the endogenic ones, assuming a hydrothermal system to be the driving agent. In
this case, the lake and the lifetime of the hydrothermal system are mainly dependant on the
impact size, surface permeability, and water-rock ratios among other, but less significant
factors. Considering the size distribution of craters containing CFPs, we can infer that
hydrothermally-generated lakes can persist, even under current climatic conditions for
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60,000-300,000 years such as in the case of an impact crater with diameters ranging from
30 to 180 km (Newsom et al. 1996, Abramov and Kring 2005). This may have significant
consequences on the habitability of such lakes early in the Martian history.
Another point worth mentioning is the average trough spacing of CFPs in breached
craters (i.e. exogenic lakes), which is ≈40 meters, remarkably lower than the global mean
(≈120 meters). This could indicate that the eventual stressed zone after desiccation in the
case of endogenic lakes was much thicker as it would have involved a lowering of the
water table (similar to terrestrial cases) as the hydrothermal system cooled down, while
in the case of exogenic lakes, if they were not as long-lived as their hydrothermal counterparts, the water-saturated crater infill deposits may have been significantly thinner, and
as such, shallower troughs and smaller polygonal networks would be expected following desiccation. In a general context, polygonal sizes may deviate from the median size
(≈120 meters) depending on the specific soil properties of the region, hydrologic history
and ground permeability among other factors that influence the thickness of the stressed
zone. Similar arguments may explain variations in desiccation polygon sizes on Mars that
are not associated with impact craters. Two notable examples are the desiccated chloridebearing deposits in the southern highlands (Osterloo et al. 2008, 2010) and clay-bearing
layered deposits at Mawrth Vallis (Wray et al. 2008).
Chloride deposits are found scattered in many regions in the southern highlands. They
are light toned, polygonally fractured, and lie within Late Noachian to Early Hesperian
geological units. Polygons are 30 to 40 meters wide on average, with some reaching 75
meters (Figure 3.12). They frequently show subdivision into smaller 10-meter polygons.
Chlorides commonly precipitate during the evaporation of surface water or groundwater
and during volcanic outgassing. However, the polygonal fracturing makes a stronger
case for evaporation of a standing body of water. On the other hand, the clay-bearing
layered deposits in Mawrth Vallis (an outflow channel debouching into the Chryse basin)
are also polygonally fractured. However, the polygons are 2 to 10 meters wide (Figure
3.12, right), with the overlying Al-clay-bearing strata showing even smaller polygonal
fractures (referred to by Wray et al. (2008), as Units 3 and 2 respectively). Wray et al.
(2008) conclude that these units post-date the Hesperian-aged outflow channel and may
represent a later sedimentary layer draping the topography.
The larger polygonal fractures in the chloride-bearing deposits (Figure 3.12, left)
point to a thicker stressed zone that formed as a result of evaporation of a standing body
of water, and subsequent desiccation of water-saturated rock materials. Conversely, the
layered deposits of Mawrth Vallis imply a thinner stressed zone and thinner water-rich
sediments, thus probably more short-lived. The geological and historical context described above is in agreement with this hypothesis. While other factors should be affecting the thickness of the stressed zone such as material composition and permeability,
nevertheless, this case study demonstrates how the size range of desiccation polygons can
be indicative of the water history and conditions at the time of deposition.

3.7 Conclusions and outlook
A global mapping of CFPs was carried out using high-resolution images from MOC,
CTX, and HiRISE cameras. We have also searched for geomorphologic evidence of aque51
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Figure 3.12: Other desiccation polygonal fractures on Mars. (left) Chloride-rich deposits at 38◦ S, 121◦ E. Polygons are 30-40 m wide (HiRISE image: PSP_003160_1410).
(right) Mawrth Vallis, clay-bearing deposits. Polygons are 2-10 m wide (HiRISE image:
PSP_002140_2025).
ous activity in the CFP-containing impact craters such as the formation of lakes through
THEMIS data. The CFPs morphologically resemble thermal contraction polygons and
desiccation cracks. Their global distribution extends to regions where water-ice is not expected to be stable near the surface. Past climatic variations due to obliquity changes can
account for this distribution in principle. However, their size distribution is significantly
different from that of thermal contraction polygons that are ubiquitous in the Martian high
latitudes.
The analytical model based on fracture mechanics of crack extension in a frozen soil
under current climatic conditions on Mars suggests that it is not possible to form polygonal networks with diameters larger than 75 meters with thermal stresses alone even under
extreme conditions of thermal inertia, and ratios of fracture spacing to maximum fracture
depth. More reasonable diameters fall between 18 and 22 meters, which is in the range
of thermal contraction polygons on Mars, and in agreement with previous modeling attempts. As a result, we propose desiccation to be a primary contributor to the formation of
intermediate-size polygons inside craters, while not ruling out contributions from thermal
stresses. In fact, thermal stresses are thought to be the main mechanism in formation of
the smaller polygonal fractures that subdivide the larger 100-200 meter polygons.
The desiccation mechanism entails that crater lakes or water-rich sediments existed
inside impact craters. Such lakes are mostly endogenic with no apparent external source
of water (i.e. those that are not breached by channels), and as such, are proposed to have
been formed by hydrothermal processes or ground water sapping shortly after the impact
event, though more work is necessary to determine other possible sources of water such
as from the atmosphere or through melting at a transient period of high obliquity. The often identification of other geomorphologic features related to lake bodies associated with
CFPs corroborates that the impact craters once contained lakes, and that their eventual
desiccation significantly contributed to the polygonal-patterned ground.
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The size variation of desiccation polygons can act as a proxy to the hydrologic conditions at the time of desiccation as has been discussed for the chloride deposits in the
southern highlands and clay-bearing sedimentary units such as those in Mawrth Vallis
and many breached craters, making it an innovative tool in studying Mars hydrologic
history.
One of the plans to extend the work on CFPs was to look into the database of craters
containing these features and further analyze those that had CRISM coverage (See Appendix A). It was hoped that it would be possible to emulate Marzo et al.’s (2010) efforts
in CFP-filled impact craters (see section 1.6.3 for more details). However, as has been discussed earlier, most CFPs can be seen at high latitudes where seasonal frost or permanent
ice highlights the features and aids in their detection. As a consequence, the presence of
large quantities of water ice masks the weaker signals from hydrous minerals. In addition,
the atmospheric contributions at higher latitudes are more complex limiting the efficiency
of available data reduction tools that remove the atmospheric signal from the CRISM
surface one. Another issue specifically related to Mars is that it is a very dusty planet.
Dust storms have been observed for centuries. They tend to recur in southern spring and
summer. Most are regional in extent, but in some years, as in 1971, they can be truly
global. This results in the burial of rocky surfaces by thin dust layers, but may also lead to
exposure of previously dusted terrains. Indeed, global thermal inertia studies indicate that
almost 50% of the surface is covered by either bright unconsolidated fines or duricrust
(Putzig et al. 2005). In addition, further analysis using high resolution visible images
indicates that some regions of Mars even when exhibiting high thermal inertia values (as
would be expected of bedrock as opposed to fine material) show high percentages (5585%) of mantling (Newsom et al. 2007). Consequently, none of the craters in the high
latitudes yielded significant results due to the previously mentioned reasons. However,
some of the craters in the lower latitudes do show interesting mineralogic signatures and
as such have been reported already by other workers in the field. For example, Antoniadi
(Bandfield 2006), Jezero (Ehlmann et al. 2009), and Endeavor craters (Wray et al. 2009).
As a follow up in a different direction, we have been working on producing a numerical model for desiccation under current Martian climatic conditions to investigate the
general conditions and soil properties that could allow CFPs to form on Mars. Since the
results of this work are beyond the scope of this study, an outline of this work is presented
in Appendix C for the interested reader. We now turn to magmatic-driven systems using
another case study that is (at the time of writing) in the process of being published (El
Maarry M.R et al. 2010, Searching for evidence of hydrothermal activity at Apollinaris
Patera, Mar using Remote Sensing, Icarus, submitted).
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4 Magmatic-Driven Hydrothemal
System Case Study: Apollinaris
Patera
4.1

Introduction

The geologic record of Mars, as on Earth, likely includes magmatic-driven hydrothermal
activity (Dohm et al. 1998, 2008, Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007). This is deduced from
the widespread occurrence of impact, volcanic, and water-related features on the surface,
which are often temporally and spatially associated, as has been discussed in chapter 1.
The presence of massive magmatic complexes such as Tharsis and Elysium in addition
to other diverse evidence of volcanism, along with the rich hydrologic history, point to
long-term hydrothermal activity.
Both impact- and magmatic-driven hydrothermal systems represent locations of exobiological interest due to the ability of such environments to sustain life on Earth (Valentino
et al. 1999, Glamoclija et al. 2004, Parnell et al. 2010). As a result, many efforts have
been devoted to locating optimum hydrothermal targets on Mars for exploration (e.g.,
Newsom 1980, Newsom et al. 2001, Dohm et al. 2004, Schulz-Makuch et al. 2007). The
work presented here is inspired by such efforts, particularly focusing on Apollinaris Patera, which has already been identified as a site of potential magmatic-driven hydrothermal
activity on Mars (Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007). In this study, we test the hydrothermal
hypothesis by looking for key indicators of such activity using multiple remote sensing
datasets.

4.2 Geological, physiographical, and environmental settings of Apollinaris Patera
Apollinaris Patera (Figure 4.1) is a prominent 200 km-wide and 5 km-high shield volcano
located near the boundary between the northern plains and southern highlands (174.4◦ E,
9.3◦ S) and approximately 200 km north of Gusev Crater, the target of investigations by
the Spirit rover (Squyres et al. 2004, Arvidson et al. 2006, 2008, 2010). It contains a
multi-stage caldera complex approximately 80 km in diameter. The northern and eastern
flanks of the edifice are surrounded by the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF, Scott et al.
1993) and terminate with clear scarps. The southern flank, however, is characterized by
extensive fan deposits that drape parts of the volcano from summit to base. The western
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flank is surrounded by mounds and knobs forming a terrain similar to the chaotic terrain
found elsewhere on Mars such as those that source the channels of the circum-Chryse
outflow channel system (e.g., Rodriquez et al. 2005) which debouch into Chryse Planitia.
Apollinaris Patera is reported to have been constructed by both pyroclastic and effusive eruptions (Robinson et al. 1993). The age of emplacement is estimated to range from
the Late Noachian epoch to the Late Hesperian epoch based on both stratigraphic relations
and impact crater statistics (Scott et al. 1993, Robinson et al. 1993, Greeley et al. 2005),
or 3.8-2.9 Gyr, estimated absolute ages based on Hartmann and Neukum (2001). The
first detailed geologic mapping of Apollinaris Patera was carried out using Viking images
(Robinson et al. 1993, Scott et al. 1993). Robinson et al. (1993) concluded that the volcano has two surface materials: old, easily eroded edifice material, and more recent, and
competent fan deposits draping the southern flank (Figure 4.2). Consequently, they have
proposed that large-scale explosive activity occurred during the formation of the main edifice while the fan deposits were subsequently emplaced by lavas with low eruptive rates
similar to pahoehoe lavas on Earth. On the other hand, Scott et al. (2003) concluded
that the initial lava flows were effusive at first forming the lower dome followed by more
explosive pyroclastic events forming the upper steeper part of the edifice. At some point,
depletion of the magmatic chamber led to caldera collapse, and later eruptions filled the
collapsed caldera and overflowed through a small notch in the southern margin to form
the fan deposits.
The Viking-era mapping investigations pointed to the Apollinaris Patera shield volcano and surrounding region as a potential environment of significant magma and water
interactions. This includes possible presence of pyroclastic deposits, breaking up of parts
of the volcano to form chaotic terrain, and a network of valleys along the southern margin of the above-mentioned Hesperian-aged fan deposit (Scott et al. 1993). Evidence
for water enrichment in the Apollinaris Patera and surrounding region also includes a
prominent scarp that forms part of the base of the volcano, similar to the basal scarp of
Olympus Mons which has been interpreted as a wave-cut platform (Scott et al. 1993),
and numerous valleys that dissect the caldera walls at the summit of the prominent volcano. A long-term, magma-water interaction hypothesis is consistent with Gamma Ray
Spectrometer-based elemental information that indicates elevated hydrogen and chlorine
when compared to the rest of the equatorial region of Mars (Boynton et al. 2004, Keller et
al. 2006, Dohm et al. 2008). A hypothesized ancient ocean existing during at least part of
the Noachian Period and possibly extending into the Early Hesperian epoch, would have
covered approximately 1/3 of the surface of Mars (Clifford and Parker 2001, Dohm et
al. 2009a, DiAchile and Hynek 2010), and would have inundated the Apollinaris Patera
surroundings.
Follow-up works on Apollinaris have utilized higher-resolution image data and new
observation techniques to examine its relationship with the basalts of the Gusev crater
plains (Lang et al. 2010), assess possible contributions of Apollinaris to the MFF deposits (Kerber and Head 2010), and study the magnetic anomalies associated with the
region (Langlais and Purucker 2007, Hood et al. 2010). In this work, we build upon the
earlier mapping efforts which focused on the volcano and its surroundings making use
of the existing image databases (appendix D and Figure 4.1) from the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS, Christensen et al. 2004), the narrow angle Mars Orbital
Camera (MOC, Malin et al. 1992), the Context Imager (CTX, Malin et al. 2007), and the
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Figure 4.1: Visual THEMIS mosaic of the Apollinaris Patera and surrounding terrain.
Apollinaris occurs near the boundary that separates the northern plains from the Southern
highlands. Medusa Fossae Formation (MFF) partly surrounds the shield volcano to the
north and east, and chaotic terrain (CT) is prevalent to the west of the volcano. The main
construct is almost 200 km wide, displaying a caldera complex at its summit that is almost
80 km in diameter. The volcano is also notable for the extensive fan deposits (FD) that
drape the southern flank and appear to originate from a small channel that dissects the
southern rim. Also visible are the ground tracks of high resolution data used in this study.
Blue, green, yellow, and red tracks correspond to HiRISE, CTX, CRISM, and MOC data,
respectively. As can be seen, while the main edifice is well covered, there is a considerable
lack of images in the chaotic terrain located to the west of the shield volcano, and to a
lesser degree, the proximal parts of the eastern MFF deposits. MOC images were used
when needed to compensate for the lack of CTX images or bad visual conditions. As
result, only a partial subset of the entire MOC database was used (See Appendix D for
information on the image datasets.
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Figure 4.2: Digital terrain model (vertical exaggeration: 3x) for the Southern flank of
Apollinaris Patera, the associated fan deposits and the large valley system resembling outflow channels in the circum-Chryse region. The valley system is a wide depression reaching 20 km wide at some areas and 500 meters deep, extending westward for almost 120
km (Image Credit: Google Mars). Inbox: Several large blocks situated in the valley show
streamlined features and possible terracing. Image IDs: (2a): CTX P15_007091_1668
and (2b): CTX P18_007882_1703.
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen et al. 2007) cameras
(approximately, 16-40m/pixel, 1.5-20m/pixel, 6 m/pixel, and 25 cm/pixel, respectively),
topographic data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA, Smith et al. 2001), and
spectral data from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM,
Murchie et al. 2007). Our primary objective is to assess the role of Apollinaris in forming
an extensive hydrothermal system in a region that could be of significant interest for future in-situ exploration. We address this objective through a detailed examination of a set
of criteria used for identifying candidate hydrothermal sites on Mars such as Apollinaris
Patera (Schulz-Makuch et al. 2007). A discussion of the relevant criteria is followed by
our findings.

4.3

Criteria for locating hydrothermal systems on Mars

Schulze-Makuch et al. (2007) made use of the recent improvements in data quality (i.e.,
Mars Global Surveyor and Mars Odyssey) to observe distinct geologic, paleohydrologic,
paleotectonic, topographic, geophysical, spectral, and elemental signatures on the surface
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of Mars in search of sites of potential hydrothermal activity. In doing so, they proposed
a set of criteria that a certain location should display in order to be deemed a location
with high hydrothermal activity potential. These criteria include: (1) evidence of action
of liquid water through erosion; (2) evidence of volcanic constructs and/or lava flows;
(3) evidence for a center of magmatic-driven tectonism; (4) topographical depressions
hypothesized to be the result of structurally controlled collapse and/or rifting; (5) evidence for impact events in ice-rich regions; (6) presence of minerals that usually have a
hydrothermal origin or that are indicative of hydrothermal alteration; (7) geological similarity to hydrothermal analog environments on Earth; and (8) geomorphological evidence
for magma/water interaction. We have added criterion (8) to the previously published
ones by Schulz-Makuch et al. (2007). In the following sections, we discuss how these
criteria apply to Apollinaris Patera and its close surroundings.

4.3.1

Action of liquid water

One of the most prominent features around Apollinaris is the large valley system at the
distal margin of the southern flank and the chaotic terrain located to the west of the shield
volcano. The valley system has widths and depths reaching 20 km and 500 m, respectively
(Figure 4.2), and appears to spread out from a single source region at the southern margin
of the fan deposits and then extends westward for almost 120 km. Its morphology is
comparable to the outflow channels surrounding Chryse Planitia, although being orders
of magnitude smaller. This includes scattered islands within the valleys, which display
flow features such as tear-drop shapes and terraces. Parts of the fan deposits appear to
have been separated from the volcano related to the formation of the channel system.
Chaotic or knobby terrain (Scott et al. 1993), which occurs to the west and southwest
of the shield volcano, is characterized by mesas with heights and widths that range from
200 to 300 m and 5 to 10 km, respectively. The orientation and shape of blocks nearest to
the western flank strongly suggest that they broke off from the main edifice. The southwestern mesas occasionally display terraces, possibly attributed to differential erosion by
wind and/or water. Topographic lows among the mesas are usually smooth in appearance,
but are occasionally marked by small pedestal or rampart craters (Figure 4.3).
Another feature, which marks water activity in and arround the shield volcano, is a
valley system dissecting the MFF deposits east of the main edifice (Figure 4.4). Scott et
al. (1993) mapped and characterized this system using Viking data as "material deposited
by flowing water surrounding ridges that are eroded remnants of the MFF" and assigned
it an Amazonian age. Close inspection using CTX images supports this hypothesis and
allows us to further track the extent and source of the channel system (Figure 4.5). The
system, which has a length nearing 90 km, appears to source from a ≈40-m-deep depression (Figure 4.6), extending northwards with an average slope of 0.5% (i.e. decreasing
by 5 m in elevation per km). Narrow (≈100 m wide) valleys (Figure 4.7) radiate from
the depression and coalesce to form the wider (≈1 km wide) part of the valley system that
appears to empty into another depression located northeast of Apollinaris. In addition, the
main valley displays features that indicate a fluvial origin such as meandering, braiding,
and streamlined structures (Figure 4.8). The overall morphology of the valley system is
strongly indicative of a groundwater-fed sapping system (Gulick 2001).
There are many driving forces that could initiate this channel system with the most
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Figure 4.3: An excellent example of a 70-meter pedestal crater. Image is taken with
HiRISE camera. The crater is situated in the chaotic terrain, and shows considerable erosion (probably by wind) of the ejecta deposits. Such craters are indicative of the presence
of volatiles in the near surface. Image ID: HiRISE, PSP_009451_1675.

Figure 4.4: Digital terrain model (vertical exaggeration: 3x) of the valley system dissecting the MFF east of Apollinaris. The large valley system previously described by Scott
et al. (2003) using Viking images is visible here. Higher resolution CTX images show
that smaller tributaries coalesce to form a larger valley. The possible source region of the
channel is located near a fault system and a 12 km-wide impact crater (see text). Image
credit: Google Mars.
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Figure 4.5: (a) CTX mosaic of the putative fluvial channel that occurs east of Apollinaris.
High-resolution data facilitates the tracing of this channel and its possible source. (b)
Highlight of the putative channel system which extends more than 90 km in length. Such
a system may have originated through magmatic- or impact-driven hydrothermal activity
or tectonic instability. The overall morphology of the valley system is strongly indicative
of a groundwater-fed sapping channel system (see text). Image IDs: B09_013288_1724,
and P12_005535_1732.
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Figure 4.6: MOLA profile of the channel system, including the putative source region
that can be seen at point "A" in the profile. The total average slope is 0.5%. The apparent
missing points have been manually removed, as they show abnormal spikes as a result
of the MOLA resolution limitations and errors arising from the manual aligning of the
profile to coincide with the valley floor.
significant being a hydrothermal system formed by magmatic intrusions from Apollinaris
Patera. Previous works have discussed the possible role of magmatic-driven hydrothermal
systems in forming fluvial channels on Mars due to the apparent spatial and temporal
correlation of fluvial erosion with volcanic activity (e.g., Gulick and Baker 1989, 1990,
Tanaka et al. 1998, Baker et al. 2001) in addition to numerical simulations supporting
this hypothesis (Gulick 1998). Other possibilities would be tectonic instabilities caused by
seismic activity related to a system of faults and/or the formation of a 12-km-wide impact
crater (10 km and 20 km to the west, respectively). The impact crater event could have
triggered the reactivation of basement structures and associated hydrothermal activityinduced flooding, and dissection of the MFF deposits.
An alternative hypothesis for the origin of the channel is dissection through volcanism.
Indeed, fluvial and volcanic channels can display similar characteristics such as sinuosity,
braiding, and terracing (Leverington 2004, Bleacher et al. 2010). However, we favor a
fluvial origin based on the presence of the abovementioned features, which are more common among fluvial channels than volcanic ones, in addition to the absence of compelling
evidence for volcanism such as the presence of a topographic "cap" in the source region
of the channel or any visible rootless vents along the channel (Bleacher et al. 2010).

4.3.2

Evidence for magma/water interaction

4.3.2.1 Mounds
Mounds occur on the flanks of the Apollinaris Patera shield volcano and its surroundings.
Several display distinct central depressions (Figure 4.9). They form two distinct groups:
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Figure 4.7: CTX image displaying evidence of small branching channels that appear to
source from an ancient lake that coalesced into the larger channel, consistent with Vikingbased observations (Scott et al. 2003). The channels have been modified by the impact
crater event. Image ID: CTX: P12_005535_1732_XI_06S183W.
large (200m to 3 km in diameter) isolated structures mainly situated in the chaotic terrain
and smaller (100m-sized) mounds forming distinctive clusters situated on the northern
and eastern flanks of the volcano and in the MFF deposits located to the north of the
volcano (Figure 4.10). Mounds and pitted cones are a common feature on the Martian
surface, especially prevalent in the Vastitas Borealis Formation of the northern plains
(Tanaka et al. 2005). Tharsis-derived floods are proposed to have contributed to the inundation of the northern plains to form large water bodies ranging in size from lakes
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Figure 4.8: CTX image showing the channel system with typical fluvial signatures such
as braiding, streamlined features, and meandering. Image ID: CTX: P12_005535_1732.
to oceans (Baker et al. 1991, Fairén et al. 2003, Dohm et al. 2009a). These flooding
events, which resulted in the dissection and removal of kilometers-deep crustal materials
in the cratered highlands, are suspected to have contributed to the emplacement of hyperbyssal flows and related constructional landforms such as mud volcanoes (e.g., Ori et al.
2000, Skinner and Tanaka 2007, Allen and Oehler 2010) and associated piping structures
(Mahaney et al. 2004), particularly in the Vastitas Borealis Formation, from the release
of entrained volatiles to the surface. While volatile-release features may aptly explain
many of the constructional features, cinder cones (Scott et al. 1995), pseudocraters related to the interaction of ground ice or water with volcanic flows (Carr 1986), pingos
and ice-cored ridges (Lucchitta 1981, Rossbacher and Judson 1981), or mounds formed
by the disintegration of stagnant ice covers (Grizzaffi and Schultz 1989), are some of the
Viking-era-proposed mechanisms that cannot be ruled out as possible explanations for the
formation of some of the conical hills.
Viking-era hypotheses for the possible formational mechanisms of the mounds can be
improved through detailed investigation of the morphology, geological context (e.g., spatial and temporal associations among materials and other landforms), and surface features
such as thermal inertia, albedo, and distinctive mineralogical signatures, using higher
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Figure 4.9: Examples of mounds observed at Apollinaris. The mounds range in size from
0.1 to ≈3 km in diameter and have variable shapes. Shadow analysis reveals a variation in
width to height ratio, though quantitative information cannot be determined. The mounds
form two distinct groups: Large 0.2 to 3 km-sized isolated structures that are pitted at
times (d, e , and g), and clusters of smaller (100 m-sized) cone-like structures located on
the northern flank of the main edifice and close to the MFF. Some appear to be spatially
associated with faults and fractures, possibly indicting basement structural control. The
variable morphologies can be indicative of different formation mechanisms Image IDs:
(a, b and e): P08_003966_1721, (c and d): P13_006234_1664, (f): P15_007091_1668,
(g): P16_007236_1754, (h): PSP_007671_1695, and (i): P18_007882_1703. All images
are CTX images except for (h) which is an image taken by HiRISE for a 100m-wide
mound located on the boundary which separates the fan deposits and the wind-etched
MFF materials in the east. Materials appear to be pyroclastic in origin. This structure
could be either a cinder cone or a tuff cone.
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quality and resolution data. Though the mounds on and close to the volcano are generally
too small to accurately determine the geometric shape using MOLA topography, in addition to a lack of CRISM coverage of the mounds, the thermal inertia and albedos can give
clues to their origin.
The mound-like features are characterized, in general, by relatively higher brightness
temperatures with respect to their surroundings in night-time THEMIS images (Figure
4.11). This likely indicates that the mound-forming materials have higher thermal inertia
values than those of the surrounding materials. However, quantitative measurements of
thermal inertia derived from the THEMIS images (Fergason et al. 2006) for some of the
mounds yield low thermal inertia values in the range of 90-215 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 (Table 4.1).
Such values correspond to a dusty component or indurated fine sand at best covering at
least the top 2 cm of the surface. These values argue against igneous volcanism as a
strong candidate for the formation of the mounds because relatively fresh solidified lava
flow and pyroclastic (e.g., bombs) materials are expected to yield relatively higher thermal
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Table 4.1: Derived thermal inertia values for a number of the mounds found around Apollinaris. Generally, thermal inertia values are low indicating fine-grained sand or variablyindurated dusty material. Images used for derivation of thermal inertia are THEMIS-IR
images I31987009 for first two mounds and I172000013 for the third one. Thermal Inertia
values supplied by Robin Fergason.
Latitude

Longitude

-7.39
-8.94
-11.91

172.36 E
172.62 E
173.82 E

Thermal Inertia
(J m-2 K-1 s-1/2)
112 ± 22
187 ± 17
153 ± 13

inertia values when compared to surrounding materials. Such features make cinder cones,
tuyas, tuff cones, maars, and rootless cones weak candidates. In addition, tuff cones and
maars are usually characterized by large vent to base diameter ratios (≈0.5, see Farrand
et al. 2005) as a result of their explosive formation. Similar to their possible terrestrial
counterparts, large vent structures which occur in the northern MFF deposits (see figure
4.9g) have vent to base diameter ratios of ≈0.7. The rest of the mounds in the Apollinaris
Patera region, however, exhibit an order of magnitude smaller ratio (0.09 on average).
Nonetheless, we cannot rule out the previous possibilities since explosive eruptions are
expected to yield large quantities of fine material that would mask the underlying surface.
Non-volcanic candidates are also possible such as mud volcanoes, pingos, and piping
structures formed from the migration of fluids such as in the case of springs. Mud volcanoes are the result of gas discharge which is usually accompanied with non-explosive
effusion of soft and wet sediments. Some mud volcanoes on Earth are known to reach
diameters of 4 km and heights of ≈500 m such as the ones in northern Irian Java, New
Guinea (Williams et al. 1984) and the submarine Gelendzhik mud plateau in the crest
of the Mediterranean Ridge (Limonov et al. 1996) in addition to exhibiting small pits
or vents. As such, a mud volcano origin for the Apollinaris Patera mounds is a strong
possibility. Mud volcanoes, for example, should exhibit low thermal inertia, similar to the
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Figure 4.10: Visual THEMIS mosaic of the Apollinaris Patera and surrounding terrain
showing distributions of isolated mounds (small yellow circles) and clustered ones(large
yellow circles), impact craters with associated fluidized ejecta (green) which were identified using CTX images, thereby explaining the apparent lack of craters in the chaotic
terrain where CTX images are nonexistent (see Figure 4.1), lineaments interpreted to be
faults, fractures, and scarps formed by tectonism, collapse, and/or erosion (black lines),
wrinkle ridges (red lines), and areas where crater counting was performed (blue boxes).
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Figure 4.11: Night-time infra-red data for some of the Apollinaris mounds (locations:
7.39◦ S, 172.36◦ E, and 11.91◦ S, 173.82◦ E, respectively). Mounds appear to have a higher
temperature than the surrounding terrain thereby implying a higher thermal inertia. Nevertheless, quantitative estimates reveal low absolute thermal inertia values (see Table 4.1)
corresponding to fine sand material or variably indurated dust covering the upper 2-4 cm
of the surface. Images IDs: THEMIS-IR (a) I31987009 and (b) I172000013.
Apollinaris Patera mounds as noted above. Indeed, our thermal inertia values correlate
well with previous estimates of putative mud volcanoes in Acidalia Planitia and Cydonia
Mensae (Farrand et al. 2005). Additionally, some mounds exhibit flow features similar to
those associated with mud volcanoes on Earth and possible mud volcanoes on Mars (Fig69
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Figure 4.12: Possible flow features at the top of a mesa within the chaotic terrain, materials appear to originate from a point source or a fissure which is now completely buried,
and extending outwards to produce a flow-like feature over the mesa’s scarp.
ures 4.9 and 4.12, Oehler and Allen 2010, Komatsu et al. 2010), however, the mounds
do not appear to be associated with sedimentary basins.
Pingos are small hills with cores of ice in periglacial environments, formed by the
injection and freezing of pressurized water (Dundas and McEwen 2010). Though they
have similar dimensions to the ones in the Apollinaris Patera region, there are several reasons why a pingo origin is unlikely. For example, whereas pingos usually often exhibit
radial fractures due to its growth, such features have not been observed in the Apollinaris
mounds. In addition, the surfaces of terrestrial pingos are composed of the same materials
as their surroundings, therefore exhibiting uniform albedo and thermal properties, which
is not the case for the Apollinaris Patera mounds. Finally, other periglacial features associated with Apollinaris have yet to be identified using existing data. However, a pingo
origin cannot be ruled out, as Apollinaris Patera and its surroundings have been noted to
be a water-enriched region (Scott et al. 1993).
Finally, both hot and cold springs can form extensive evaporite deposits around their
sources. Hot springs can also erupt water in the form of geysers. As described and
interpreted in Vernal crater of the Arabia Terra region (Allen and Oehler 2008), geysers
and springs can have various shapes and sizes similar to the ones in Apollinaris Patera
region. On Earth, they can display pits at their summits, and they usually have high
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albedos on account of their mineralogy with respect to the hot materials. As a result,
springs and geysers may be good candidates for the smaller mounds.
In conclusion, the distribution and variable morphologies of mounds in the Apollinaris
Patera region may suggest multiple formation mechanisms, with most of them pointing
to past and possibly recent hydrothermal, phreatic, or glacio-volcanic activity. The spatial
association among other features such as faults and fractures and materials such as those
that compose the construct and the chaotic terrain and MFF suggests that there is likely
more than one progenitor with many candidate mechanisms indicating volatile enrichment
at some time in the past.
4.3.2.2 Possible lahars
Volcanic mudflows (lahars) have been documented on Earth where eruptions have occurred in water/ice-rich zones, some with catastrophic results. Lahars can be produced
through 5 mechanisms (Major and Newhall 1989): (1) scouring and melting by flowing
pyroclastic material, (2) surficial melting by lava flows, (3) basal melting of glaciers and
snow packs through subglacial eruptions or geothermal activity, (4) ejection of water by
eruption through a crater lake, and (5) deposition of tephra deposits on ice packs thereby
decreasing their albedo and enhancing melting. On Mars, records of significant water enrichment and magmatism are often interrelated (Dohm 1998, 2009a,b), and the formation
of lahars associated with the growth of volcanoes such as Apollinaris Patera are envisaged. Indeed, The Elysium region northwest of Apollinaris contains similar features that
have been identified as lahars (Christiansen 1989, Russell and Head 2003). Our mapping
efforts show two candidate lahar sites: the northeastern flank of Apollinaris Patera (Figure
4.13) and the fan deposits draping its southern flank. The first candidate site is discussed
below, while the fan deposits are further explored in the next chapter.
The distinctive unit on the northeastern flank has been previously mapped and described as a volcanic unit of Apollinaris Patera (hereinafter referred to as unit Ha2 to
match Scott et al. [1993] terminology) that underlies more extensive flank-forming materials, also described as a volcanic unit (unit Ha3). The Ha2 unit is affected by a 5-kmsized impact crater with highly deformed fluidized ejecta material. In addition, the unit
is dissected by small channels in places (Figure 4.14) and appears smoother than the adjacent (stratigraphically younger) volcanic materials, comprising mostly subdued impact
craters. At the bottom of the flank, many km-sized blocks appear to have slumped from
the flank-forming materials, possibly being entrained during the formation of the putative
lahar flow. Based on high-resolution images, the putative lahar deposits appear to overly
deposits that are interpreted to be older MFF deposits (Figure 4.15), a stratigraphic relation which has already been reported with the lahar-like deposits referred to as simply
"Apollinaris materials" (Kerber and Head 2010). This stratigraphic relation indicates that
there was time separation between the emplacement of the older, flank-forming materials and the event which resulted in the distinctive materials, unit Ha2. Mass movement
such as a lahar and associated morphologic expression could have been initiated through
a number of processes such as the interaction of snow and volcanism or impact-generated
tectonic instability and related geothermal activity associated with the formation of two
relatively large craters (18 and 20 km in diameter) located 30 km to the east of the unit.
In order to test this hypothesis, crater counts were produced for different geological
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Figure 4.13: Digital terrain model (vertical exaggeration: 3x) of the putative lahar deposits previously interpreted as a volcanic unit. Notice the degradation of the old ejecta
deposits of a 5 km-sized impact craters into dendretic landforms. Image credit: Google
Mars.

Table 4.2: Crater count statistics for four different units in Apollinaris Patera which
are highlighted in Fig. 11. D250 and D500 represent the cumulative total number of craters larger than 250m and 500m respectively. Images used for the crater
counts are P06_003544_1703 (inner caldera), B01_010163_1712 (flank material),
P18_007882_1703 (fan deposits), and P02_001645_1726 (putative lahar unit).
Unit

D500

D250

D250-500

Area(km2 )

Inner Caldera
Flank material
Fan deposits
Putative Lahar

19
39
130
12

98
123
476
43

79
84
346
31

364
733
2581
372
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D500
( per km2 )
0.052
0.053
0.05
0.032

D250
(per km2 )
0.26
0.167
0.184
0.115
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Figure 4.14: CTX image for the putative lahar deposits. The unit appears smoother than
the surrounding terrain with most impact craters appearing degraded or subdued, and
many channels dissecting the unit. Image ID: P02_001645_1726.
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Figure 4.15: Close up of the relation between the putative lahar material and northern
deposits interpreted as MFF deposits. The MFF deposits clearly underlie the putative
lahar material. Image ID: P02_001645_1726.

units at Apollinaris Patera (from oldest to youngest): Ha2 (putative lahar unit), Ha3 (flank
material), and Ha4 (inner caldera and fan deposits, also matching Scott et al.(1993) terminology, Figure 4.1). The crater count was carried out by measuring the cumulative
density of craters larger than 500 m and 250 m for these units. We have ignored smaller
crater counts in order to minimize the contribution of secondary craters to the overall population. Our results summarized in Table 4.2 validate the relative-age relation between the
inner caldera and fan deposits. The Ha2 deposits however, give a clear relative younger
age than all the other counted units as opposed to the conclusions of Scott et al. (1993).
This further corroborates our hypothesis that the lahar flow has covered the older unit at
a later stage masking a significant number of the older impact craters. Alternatively, the
unit’s deviation in crater statistics could indicate that the deposits are more friable than
the rest of the volcanic units and thus readily degraded by processes such as wind erosion.
While this hypothesis ignores the morphological evidence such as the dissecting channels,
and apparent flow products and entrained material, it cannot be ruled out.
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4.3.3

Magmatic-driven tectonism

The Apollinaris shield volcano is an isolated major vent structure1 . In addition, regional
digital paleotectonic mapping investigation highlights primary and secondary centers of
magmatic- and impact-induced driven tectonic activity in the eastern hemisphere, including Elysium, Hadriaca/Tyrrhena, Isidis-Syrtis, and Arabia Terra, but not in the Apollinaris and surrounding region (Anderson et al. 2007). Viking-based geologic investigations point to the Elysium volcanic province as a region of possible magma-water interactions (e.g., Greeley and Guest, Mouginis-Mark). Such activity, which would result in
hydrothermal activity, is being corroborated and greater detailed through post-Viking data
(Tanaka et al. 2005). Hadriaca/Tyrrhena (Crown et al. 1992.) and Isidis-Syrtis (Mustard
et al. 2006, 2008), which are volcanic provinces associated with the large impact basins,
Hellas and Isidis, respectively, also show evidence of magma-water interactions, and thus
are also considered prime targets of hydrothermal activity along with the Elysium volcanic province (Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007). The Arabia Terra region, which is hypothesized to have been influenced by a long-lived basin/aquifer system (Dohm et al. 2007),
comprises evidence of magmatic-tectonic activity, which includes structurally-controlled,
terrestrial spring-like mounds such as within the Vernal impact basin (Allen and Oehler
2008).
In the case of Apollinaris Patera, in addition to an identified northwest-trending prominent structural zone of crustal/lithospheric weakness near the northeastern flank of the
shield volcano (Dohm et al. 2007), there are dominantly northwest- and northeast-trending
structures, several of which occur among some of the mounds, possibly indicating basement structural control (Figure 4.10). As on Earth, tectonic structures can control the
migration of fluids such as magma, water, and other volatiles, as well as heat energy, in
the subsurface, influencing hydrogeologic and volcanic activity such as observed within
the Thaumasia region (Dohm et al. 1998, 2001, Tanaka et al. 1998) and for Earth such
as in the San Francisco and Mormon volcanic fields of northern Arizona near the Grand
Canyon (Dohm 1995, Holm 2001), the Chilean Atacama Desert (Warren-Rhodes 2007,
Hock et al. 2007), and Solfatara Crater, Italy (Chioni et al. 1984).

4.3.4

Craters with fluidized ejecta

Martian craters are known to display layered ejecta deposits (Barlow et al. 2000) that
appear fluidized. These observations were made as early as the Mariner 9 and Viking
eras (e.g., McCauley 1973, Carr et al. 1977, Allen 1979, Mouginis-Mark 1979, 1987).
Depending on morphology, these ejecta were historically given different names such as
pedestal, rampart, lobate, and pancake. However, the current general consensus is to use
the term "Layered Ejecta Deposits" (LED) for craters with rampart, lobate, and pancake
shaped ejecta, while the term ’pedestal’ is conserved for layered ejecta patterns that have
undergone substantial erosion, resulting in the crater and ejecta being perched above the
surrounding terrain (Barlow et al. 2000). While eolian activity has been suggested to
be responsible for the modification of these ejecta deposits (McCauley 1973, Arvidson
1
The work in this section (magmatic-driven tectonism) was jointly carried out by a co-author (James
Dohm) on the paper submitted to Icarus presenting the results in this chapter, and while this section is
inserted here for clarity and completness, the author cannot take sole credit for it
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1976), it is generally accepted that LED craters are evidence of impacts into ice- or liquid
water-enriched target materials (e.g., Carr el al 1977, Mouginis-Mark 1979, Barlow 2001,
2004, Oberbeck 2009).
We have mapped LED impact craters using the CTX data (resolution ≈6m /pixel), as
it provides sufficient resolution with the greatest spatial coverage. The image resolution
facilitated the detection of impact craters with LED morphology down to ≈20 m in diameter (Figure 4.16), while the spatial coverage of the CTX images allowed for the mapping
of the entire volcanic edifice and some of its surroundings (see Figure 4.1). The distribution of impact craters with LED morphology (Figure 4.10) shows their prevalence in
the region, with a significant amount of these craters being pedestals, while the rest being
single layered ramparts with few exceptions showing multilayered ejecta (Barlow et al.
2000). The nature of the ejecta deposits of small (<50 meters) impact craters, however, is
difficult to determine.
The resulting map (Figure 4.10) points to volatile enrichment in and surrounding the
shield volcano for at least part of its history, including the caldera complex, the shieldforming materials, and the surrounding materials including the MFF. In fact, two mediumsized impact craters are located in the central part of the caldera, which have diameters
and depths, of 4.8 and 6 km and 100m and 400 m, respectively. This hints at volatile
enrichment of the caldera floor materials at the time of impact crater formation that most
likely post-dates Apollinaris Patera’s complex volcanic activity.

4.3.5

Mineralogy: context and regional

Magmatic-driven hydrothermal systems are expected to form a rich suite of minerals. As
a result, an effort was made to locate mineral signatures that could be indicative of hydrothermal alteration such as clay minerals, zeolites, serpentines, sulfates, carbonates, and
silica-rich deposits. CRISM is a hyperspectral imager that measures reflected radiation
in the visible and near infrared (VNIR) from the surface of Mars, providing the ability to
recognize both primary (e.g., olivines and pyroxenes) and secondary minerals (e.g., clay
minerals). The spatial resolution of the instrument in its full-resolution configuration is
≈15-19 m/pixel with 544 spectral channels and with a footprint ≈14 km across.
Nine CRISM observations at different spatial resolution are currently available for the
region, sampling part of the caldera and the western flank of the volcanic edifice. These
observations were converted to apparent I/F (the ratio of reflected to incident sunlight),
then divided by the cosine of the incidence angle to correct for the illumination geometry (Murchie et al. 2007, 2009). The atmospheric contribution was removed using an
improved volcano-scan correction proposed by McGuire at al. (2009). A de-spiking and
de-striping algorithm (Parente, 2008) was applied to improve the overall quality of the observation by removing artifacts. Evaluation of the CRISM data used the spectral parameters of Pelkey et al. (2007). We investigated a variety of the parameters, including those
associated with hydrated and/or hydroxylated silicates, sulfates, and carbonates. Each parameter map was visually evaluated using one, or more, threshold value(s) in search for
a spatially coherent pattern that potentially suggests positive identification. However, no
spatially coherent patterns were found in the eight observations considered.
A visual inspection has been carried out for each observation revealing the absence of
obvious absorption bands that might have helped to assess the mineralogy of Apollinaris
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Figure 4.16: Examples of small (20-200m-wide diameters) single layered ejecta (SLE)
craters at Apollinaris Patera. Most craters are either rampart or pedestal. The distribution
of these craters is uniform throughout the volcano as they are located on the main edifice
(a, b and c), the fan deposits (d), and even in the caldera complex (e and f).

Patera. The spectra appear featureless across the entire structure, from the caldera to
the base of the flank sampled by the CRISM observations (a typical spectrum is shown
in Figure 4.17). The slight positive slope in the spectral range 1.0-2.5 µm could be
suggestive of iron oxides (e.g., hematite α-Fe2O3) and the reduced spectral contrast is
consistent with the presence of fine particles (e.g., Hapke 1981, Mustard and Hays 1997)
that cover the surface, probably masking the underlying composition. Iron oxides can be
a marker of water-related alteration of the rock materials.
Another spectroscopic data source is the lower-resolution Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray
Spectrometer (GRS), which marks elevated hydrogen and chlorine (Figure ??) when
compared to the rest of the equatorial region of Mars (Boynton et al. 2004, Keller et
al. 2006, Taylor et al. 2006, Dohm et al. 2008). The elevated abundances could indicate possible long-term, magma-water interaction, among other possiblities, including
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Figure 4.17: A CRISM spectra from Apollinaris inner caldera (black). As discussed in the
text, the spectra are fairly featureless with a slight positive slope that could be indicative of
iron oxides. As a comparison, a lab spectrum of hematite at the same spectral range (red)
is shown. CRISM image ID: HRL0000C68B, Hematite lab spectrum: CRISM spectral
library, Sample ID: CAGR04 (Credit: Giuseppe Marzo).
the reaction of the fine-grained volcanic materials of Medusae Fossae materials, such as
ignimbrite material (Malin 1979), with acid-fog emissions from either the Tharsis volcanoes or from other local source vents that have since been buried or destroyed (Keller et
al. 2006, Dohm et al. 2008).
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Figure 4.18: Chlorine GRS elemental map (left) and water-equivalent hydrogen (right)
draped over a 3D construction of the northern plains including Apollinaris, the MFF deposits and the Tharsis Platau. Elemental concentrations are in wt%. The elevated abundances could indicate possible long-term, magma-water interaction, among other possiblities (Credit: Trent Hare, USGS).
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4.3.6

Similarity to terrestrial analogs

Since liquid water coupled to some form of endogenic heat is often considered to be
a requirement for the evolution of primitive life (e.g., Dohm et al. 2004, Fairén et al.
2005, Furfaro et al. 2008), environments where there is a spatial and temporal association among magmatism, tectonism, and aqueous activity are considered prime environments of elevated potential for life (Dohm et al. 2004, Warren-Rhodes 2007, Hock et al.
2007, Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007, Furfaro et al. 2008). This is exemplified in the Atacama Desert of Earth and the Tharsis/Elysium corridor region of Mars, which includes
the Apollinaris Patera and surrounding terrains (Dohm et al. 2008). In the Atacama
Desert, examples include: (1) fractures and faults which form conduits for the migration
of subsurface and surface flow of magma and water and other volatiles (e.g., groundwater
sources from the Andes, migrating across the Atacama Desert in the subsurface along
basement structures, transecting the Coastal Range, and eventually debouching into the
Pacific Ocean), (2) erosion- and collapse-related structures along basement structures associated with the withdrawal of fluids or the dissolution of materials such as salt (e.g.,
prevalent in evaporite deposits such as salts of the Atacama Desert), and vent structures
and often associated tectonic structures, which includes faults and fractures and collapse
structures (e.g., see Chong Diaz et al. 1999). Both examples are plausible activities of the
Apollinaris Patera and surrounding region.
The 4000 yrs old Solfatara Crater from Italy has been proposed as a terrestrial analog
of hydrothermal activity for the Tharsis/Elysium corridor of Mars (Dohm et al. 2008).
The volcanic activity of the Solfatara Crater comprises explosive and effusive eruptions
(e.g., Chioni et al. 1984), similar to the activity proposed for the Tharsis/Elysium corridor.
Solfatara is a flat-bottomed caldera with steep, 80-85 m-high walls, located in southern
Italy. It is part of the Campi Flegrei volcanic district, represented by a nested 12-km-wide
structure of calderas and small volcanic edifices. Campi Flegrei has been active during
the Quaternary (at least since 47,000 years ago) and is linked to the extensional tectonics
of the Tyrrhenian margin. This district is connected with the Somma-Vesuvio volcanic
complex to the southwest.
Today, Solfatara exhibits ongoing fumarolic activity and emissions of sputtering mud
in a few mud pools. The hydrothermal system is vapor dominated and fed by a 1.5 km
deep geothermal aquifer of mixed magmatic-meteoric origin (Chioni et al., 1984). Fluid
temperatures range from 40-50◦ C to ≈160◦ C with a pH of approximately 1.7. Hydrogen
sulfide and CO2 are the dominant components of the hydrothermal fluids, whereas HCl,
CH4 , and H2 occur as minor constituents (Valentino et al. 1999). Such chemistry produces
predominantly anoxic and reducing environmental conditions with oxic/anoxic transition
zones found at the surface. Mineral assemblages of the deposits include sulfur, sulfates
(gypsum, barite), hydrous sulfates (alunite), and pyrite minerals. Chemical processes of
aqueous hydrothermal weathering, which dominate Solfatara’s environment, have been
recently suggested as a viable option for Martian surface alteration processes (Dohm et
al. 2009b,c, McCubbin et al. 2008, 2009, Mangold et al. 2010).
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4.4

Discussion

Evidence highlighted above of water enrichment and activity, magmatism, and tectonism
at and surrounding the prominent volcano, Apollinaris Patera, often interrelated, collectively point to a long-term hydrothermal environment. Yet further evidence discussed
below are a possible volcanic crater paleolake in the caldera complex and Apollinarisforming materials that interfinger stratigraphically with MFF materials, which includes
the volcano possibly sourcing the latter, as well as the exobiological significance of the
Apollinaris Patera-influenced environment.

4.4.1

Possibilities for the past presence of a volcanic crater lake

There are multiple indicators that hint at the possible past presence of a volcanic lake
at the summit of Apollinaris: (1) the evidence of near surface enrichment in volatiles as
indicated by the impact craters with fluidized ejecta inside the inner caldera complex,
(2) the evidence for major lahar events that appear to initiate from the summit, and (3)
similarity to hydrothermal/magmatic systems on Earth with an associated volcanic lake.
Volcanic lakes are a common feature in many hydrothermal/magmatic systems on
Earth ranging in composition from very dilute meteoric waters to highly acidic (<0.5
pH) brines. They can either have a purely meteoric origin or a hydrothermal/magmatic
one, but mostly, they are a combination of both, forming through interaction of magmatic
fluids with ground water (Varekamp et al. 2000). There are numerous examples for
hydrothermal/magmatic-induced lakes such as the ones at Mt. Ruapehu, New Zealand
(Christenson 2000), Kawah Ijen, Indonesia (Delmelle et al. 2000), Poás volcano, Costa
Rica (Rowe et al. 1992), Copahue volcano, Argentina (Varekamp et al. 2004), and the
Waimangu system, New Zealand (Scott 1995).
The Copahue volcano in particular, has been sited as a possible modern terrestrial
analog for the MER Opportunity landing site (Varekamp 2004) since the region contains
an acid lake and hot springs that deposit jarosite, gypsum and hematite; a suite of minerals detected by Opportunity at Terra Merdiani (Christensen et al. 2001, Hynek et al.
2002, Squyres et al. 2004a, 2004b, Klingelhofer et al. 2004). In addition, the Copahue
environment can exist without a meteoric water cycle, since the hot spring fluids are 5070% magmatic waters that are quenched by meltwater supplied from the summit glacier
of Copahue (Varekamp 2004). Such an environment is highly plausible for Apollinaris in
presumed periods of activity.
The suite of evidence discussed in the previous sections points to a long history of
magma/water interaction making it likely that such a lake may have formed at the summit
of Apollinaris. An Apollinaris lake would have persisted for a significant amount of time
even under conditions similar to Mars today. The same arguments that have been put
forward to show the longevity of impact-driven hydrothermal lakes (Newsom et al. 1996,
Abramov and Kring 2005) hold for magmatic-driven ones that are expected to exhibit
even longer lifetimes than impact-generated ones. On Earth, Volcanic lakes can reach
temperatures of 70-80◦ C as a result of the heat influx from the magmatic parent body,
fluid circulation, and fumarolic activity. On Mars, ambient temperatures are generally
lower than Earth. Nevertheless, it is expected that magmatic activity would be capable
of keeping the lake temperature above the freezing point for most of its life-time. Any
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extensive magmatic episodes occurring in the vicinity of the lake would have breached the
caldera rim triggering an overflow and possibly a lahar event similar to what happened at
Mt. Ruapehu in 2007 (Kilgour et al. 2010).
Ghail and Hutchison (2003) were the first to suggest the past presence of a volcanic
lake at Apollinaris based on their interpretation of the fan deposits as alluvial in origin.
Their interpretation was based on their opinion that the high resolution data that were
available at that time (partial set of the MOC data) did not reveal any of the features that
could be associated with volcanic flows as was originally suggested by Robinson et al.
(1993) to happen. It is clear that differentiating between the various proposed formation
mechanisms for the fan deposits (volcanic flow, alluvial fan, ignimbrites) is not possible using geomorphology alone, but low-frequency radar sounding may constrain these
possibilities. Preliminary analysis of Shallow Radar (SHARAD, Seu et al. 2007) data
suggests the presence of layering in the fan deposits, which suggests that the mechanism
of formation continued for some time and was multi-staged (see next chapter).
While direct geomorphological evidence for a lake in the caldera maybe lacking, we
believe that the combined indirect and circumstantial ones are strong. It will be possible
to search for mineralogical evidence in the caldera in the future with high resolution data
from CRISM. Currently, the coverage of the caldera by CRISM data is poor (Figure 4.1).
A positive identification of index minerals such as gypsum, jarosite, alunite, amorphous
silica, hydrous Fe-oxides or carbonates would offer strong evidence for the past presence of a magmatic-driven volcanic lake or other surface expressions of a deeply rooted
hydrothermal system.

4.4.2

Interfingering Apollinaris Patera and MFF materials

The Medusae Fossae Formation is an enigmatic deposit located along the highland-lowland
boundary of Mars near the equator, stretching between 170 and 240 ◦ E to the west and
south of the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic provinces, respectively, and bordering the
northern and eastern flanks of Apollinaris Patera. It has been mapped as one of the
youngest deposits on Mars, relative-age dated as Amazonian (Scott and Tanaka, 1986).
However, recent works point to an earlier age of formation for some of the materials,
dating as far back as the Early Hesperian epoch (Kerber and Head, 2010). The geologic
formation is divided into seven separate units (Scott and Tanaka, 1982). Kerber and Head
(2010) investigated the contact between the MFF unit north of Apollinaris and the main
edifice and concluded that a part of the Apollinaris volcanic material (interpreted as putative lahar deposits in the current study) is overlying MFF deposits citing this as partial
evidence for a more ancient emplacement age. We have similarly investigated the relation between the northern flank of the edifice and the MFF materials (Figure 4.19). The
MFF can be divided into at least three separate units that show distinct vertical separation
and differences in morphology (Figures 4.19 and 4.20). All units comprise mounds and
degraded craters. Unit MFF3 (Figures 4.19 and 4.20) displays yardangs, which are characteristic of MFF deposits, and overlies unit MFF2, which in turn overlies unit MFF1.
Units MFF2 and MFF3, in particular, show extensive degradation with almost complete
removal at some locations (Figures 4.20 and 4.21). In addition to the previously discussed relation between the MMF2 and the putative lahar material shown in Figure 4.15,
there is another region at the northwest (unit Ha3) where it appears that a late activ82
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Figure 4.19: Digital terrain model (vertical exaggeration: 3x) of the northern MFF deposits. Three different units can be discerned on account of differences in morphology,
texture, and stratigraphy with unit MFF3 being the youngest unit and MFF1 the oldest.
ity has draped the older edifice scarp and now overlies parts of the MFF2 unit (Figures
4.19 and 4.21). The results of our efforts are mostly consistent with Kerber and Head
(2010) indicating that: (1) MFF deposits began to be emplaced much earlier than previously recognized from Viking-based geologic investigation (e.g., Scott and Tanaka, 1982,
1986), (2) MFF included multiple stages of development (i.e., at least three MFF units
north of Apollinaris based on this investigation), (3) the MFF deposits are friable and
thus impact craters readily destroyed, altering the crater retention ages (i.e., exhibiting
an apparent younger relative age), (4) Apollinaris Patera-forming materials intermingle
stratigraphically with the MFF deposits, and (5) the spatial and temporal relations among
the Apollinaris materials and the MFF deposits point to Apollinaris as a candidate source
for at least some of the MFF deposits. Similar to the MFF deposits with various stages
of emplacement spanning the Early Hesperian through to the Late Amazonian, the fact
that Apollinaris has produced materials that are younger than some of these deposits also
hints at its long term activity.
In conclusion, our efforts support Kerber and Head (2010) conclusions of the probable
older age (start of deposition) of the MFF and its formation through multiple stages by
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Figure 4.20: CTX cover of one of the contacts between Apollinaris and the MFF deposits. The three units can be seen along with their stratigraphical relations. MFF3 unit
shows features interpreted as yardangs as is common for MFF. Mounds appear scattered
throughout all the units. Image ID: P16_007236_1754.
identifying at least three MFF units north of Apollinaris in addition to the stratigraphic
relations between various Apollinaris activities and the MFF deposits. The age of the
MFF has been determined mainly through crater counting techniques and stratigraphic
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Figure 4.21: CTX cover of another contact between MMF and the main edifice. Young
Apollinaris flow materials (AFM) appear to have draped and extended beyond the edifice’s scarp and are now overlying the MFF deposits interpreted in this study as MFF2
unit. Image ID: B12_014132_1721.
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relationships (Scott and Tanaka 1982). However, our mapping efforts show that the MFF
deposits can be extremely friable, and thus easily degraded. This in turn could lead to
faster degradation of impact features giving an "apparent" younger age for the deposits
than they really are. Nonetheless, there is evidence that the MFF deposits were formed in
various stages spanning the early Hesperian to middle and upper Amazonian, and the fact
that Apollinaris has produced deposits that are younger than some of these units hints at
a similarly long term activity at Apollinaris.

4.4.3

Implication for exobiology

The diverse evidence of past and present-day water/ice at the Martian surface, coupled
with the dynamic geologic history as noted above, indicates that hydrothermal environments existed in the past and some may still be active today (Dohm et al. 1998, 2008,
Mustard et al. 2006, Schulze-Makuch et al. 2007). These environments are considered
prime targets for testing the hypothesis of whether life existed (or still exists) on Mars
(Dohm et al. 2004). Assessing the past existence of hydrothermal systems on Mars has
important exobiological implications because hydrothermal systems may have provided
habitats for the origin and evolution of early life (Shock 1996, Farmer 2000, Schrenk et
al. 2010). On Earth, life strives in hydrothermal environments with low pH and temperatures close to the boiling point of water. Prokaryotes, which have dominated life on Earth
for most of Earth’s history, have adapted to environmental extremes of temperature, pH,
pressure, salinity, and anoxic conditions (e.g., Nealson 1999, Schulze-Makuch and Irwin
2004).
It is possible that hydrothermal environments on Mars may also record biologic activity assuming that life began there. On Mars, such environments may have been extremely
long-lived as in, for example, the case of Apollinaris Patera that was potentially active
from the Late Noachian through the Late Hesperian epoch with a possible evolutional
phase extending over roughly 200 million years, according to the estimated absolute age
based on impact crater statistics (Hartmann and Neukum 2001). As a result, we propose
that the mound structures around Apollinaris should be prime targets for future landed
missions to search for exobiological signatures in the area since they meet the scientific
requirements of being strong candidates for evidence of long-term magma/water interaction.

4.5

Conclusion

Our most recent analysis using a group of recent remote sensing data supports the Vikingera geologic investigations and suggests Apollinaris Patera to be a prime site of magmatic/hydrothermal activity with significant life-habitability potential. This includes:
• (1) A valley system which dissects Medusae Fossae materials to the east of the volcano is now traced more accurately corroborating the previous assumptions about
its nature as evidence of liquid water activity on the surface.
• (2) Ubiquitous presence of impact craters in both shield-forming (flank and caldera)
materials and materials that surround the volcano that are indicative of water-rich
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target materials at the time of impact such as impact layered ejecta deposits.
• (3) Some chaotic-terrain-composing mesas which display terraces along their margins and flows near their summits, possibly marking aqueous activity.
• (4) Numerous faults, fractures, and scarps possibly related to tectonism, which were
not observed during Viking-era geologic mapping investigations.
• (5) Mounds of diverse geometric shapes, many of which display summit depressions and occur among faults and fractures, possibly marking venting.
• (6) Evidence on the flanks of the volcano for lahar events and a putative volcanic
lake.
• (7) A possible association in time and space among shield-forming materials and
Medusae Fossae materials.
These results also point to Apollinaris being a site of exobiological significance, and as
such, we have proposed some candidate sites for future exploration. Finally, these results,
obtained by employing a multidisciplinary approach, highlight the importance of using
such an approach when dealing with planetary remote sensing where the geomorphological principle of equifinality plays a key role in the presence of multiple hypotheses, each
with their own implications for our understanding of the geological evolution.
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5 Geophysical Investigations by
Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)
5.1

Introduction

As has been discussed and shown in previous chapters, IR radiation is capable of penetrating only the first 100 microns of the surface while GRS can go further to almost 1
meter deep. Electromagnetic remote sensing typically probes to greater depths in a target medium as the illuminating wavelength increases (frequency decreases). To penetrate
typical near-surface crustal materials and characterize layers at significant depth, the active signal must have a wavelength of several meters or more (as opposed to IR radiation,
for example, with wavelengths in the micrometer to centimeter range). Radio echo (radar)
sounding is a technique that has been used before on Earth to study the subsurface characteristics of the ice sheets which can be many kilometers in thickness (e.g., Holt et al.
2006). Radar waves are sensitive to the variations in electrical properties of rocks and
to the presence of water (either liquid or solid), whether on the surface or in the subsurface. For these reasons, radar sounders are considered to be one of the most promising
geophysical techniques to investigate the distribution of subsurface water and constrain
subsurface morphology and composition.
Currently, there are two low frequency radar sounders orbiting Mars: The Mars Express Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionospheric Sounding (MARSIS, Picardi
et al. 2005), and the MRO Shallow Radar (SHARAD, Seu et al. 2007). More technical
information about these two instruments can be found in the appendix section (A.6). Both
instruments operate under the principles of a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) where a target scene is repeatedly illuminated with pulses of radio waves at wavelengths anywhere
from a meter down to millimeters. The many echo waveforms received successively at
the different antenna positions are coherently detected and stored and then post-processed
together to resolve elements in an image of the target region. MARSIS and SHARAD
differ in their penetration depths. While MARSIS (in its subsurface mode) can reach
depths of 2-10 km through its lower operational frequency, SHARAD’s higher frequency
has a less sampling depth of around 1 km but achieves a better vertical resolution, thereby
allowing it to detect finer layering that cannot be seen by MARSIS. Both instruments
have been used to detect layering in the polar ice deposits and infer their total thickness
(Picardi et al. 2005, Plaut et al. 2007), study sedimentary features such as the Medusae
Fossae Formation (Watters et al. 2007, Carter et al. 2009), the Vastitas Borealis Formation (Campbell et al. 2008), and debris aprons in the mid-latitudes (Plaut et al. 2009)
in addition to testing fluvial versus volcanic origin hypotheses for certain areas such as
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Figure 5.1: Groundracks of the SHARAD cover over Apollinaris.
Athabasca Valles (Boisson et al. 2009). Radar sounding can be extremely useful in detecting subsurface manifestations of hydrothermal systems in a manner that other remote
sensing techniques cannot achieve through the last application in particular (differentiating between fluvial and volcanic origins). As a case study, the rest of the chapter will
deal with currently ongoing efforts to constrain the composition of the Apollinaris fan
deposits discussed earlier in addition to looking for signs of a volcanic paleolake in the
caldera complex by searching for a sedimentary signature inside the caldera (for details
refer to chapter 4). It has to be noted that this work is currently in progress, and is being
carried out as a collaborative work. However, the author would like to demonstrate here
his personal efforts and insights on how such a technique may be viable for the search for
shallow subsurface manifestations of hydrothermal systems.

5.2

Methods and dataset

Figure 5.1 shows the radar ground tracks in the Apollinaris region. These ground tracks
are usually displayed in the form of radargrams (Figure 5.2) showing the radar backscattered echoes that are plotted in delay time versus latitude along the ground track. Usually
a topographic profile as attached to the radargram to aid in the interpretation of the data.
The derived information can be used to estimate the real part of the complex dielectric
constant εr (or permittivity) of the target medium using the equation:
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Figure 5.2: An example of a typical SHARAD radargram. The radar backscattered echoes
are plotted in delay time versus latitude along the ground track. A topographic profile as
attached to the radargram to aid in the interpretation of the data. The black horizontal line
in the topographic profile shows the ground track of the radargram.

c∆t 2
)
(5.1)
2h
where h is the height relative to the surrounding plains as measured from MOLA topography and ∆t is the two-way time delay between the surface and subsurface echoes
measured from the radargram (see Carter et al. 2009). The real part of the dielectric
constant can differentiate between volcanic flows with values ranging from 6 to 9, and
sedimentary or ice-rich materials with values from 3 to 5 (Boisson et al. 2009, E. Heggy,
personal communication). So in theory, by analyzing the radar signals from the fan deposits and the caldera flow we should be able to infer whether the material is consistent
with a lava flow properties or with a sedimentary or ice-rich material. However, radar
detection of the Martian subsurface is not trivial and remains poorly constrained. The ice
dielectric signature inferred from the dielectric constant’s real part cannot be distinguished
from the one of low-loss silicate materials such as volcanic ashes, or loose, dry sediments
(Boisson et al. 2010, Radar Sounding of temperate permafrost in Alaska: Analogy to the
Martian Mid- to High-latitude Ice-rich Terrains, submitted manuscript). Therefore, analysis of Martian radar sounding data needs to take into account the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant in order to make a unique interpretation (Heggy, personal communicaεr = (
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Figure 5.3: THEMIS IR mosaic for Arsia Mons in the Tharsis region. Arsia Mons is
characterized by a relatively plain and young cladera making it ideal for a volcanic calibration.
tion). Moreover, Martian radar data analysis is subjected to uncertainties due to scattering
losses, and while surface roughness can be relatively easily accounted for through the
use of MOLA derived topography and roughness measurements (e.g. Neumann et al.
2003) to make a clutter model1 , subsurface scattering phenomena (which depend on the
heterogeneity degree of the sounding subsurface) are more difficult to account for.
In view of these difficulties, we have devised a "calibration" technique to compare
between the relative signal losses of the Apollinaris region and a site of known volcanic
composition. For this calibration, we used Arsia Mons (9.2◦ S, 239.6◦ E, Figure 1.2 and
Figure 5.3) which is a major volcanic edifice in the Tharsis region of Mars standing over
10 km above the surrounding terrain and having a relatively plain caldera that is almost
100 km wide. We chose Arsia Mons because of its caldera that has similar dimensions to
those of Apollinaris (around 80 km) in addition to the relatively young age of Arsia Mons
caldera (derived from crater counts) that suggests continuous volcanic activity from Late
Noachian/Early Hesperian to a period as recent as 100 to 40 million years ago (Hartmann
et al. 1999, Mouginis-Mark and Rowland, 2008). The aim is to compare the signal losses
in both calderas to infer if Apollinaris caldera is infilled with volcanic materials or sedimentary deposits that could be indicative of a paleolake or other surface manifestation of
a long-lived magmatic/hydrothermal system. In total, there are currently 19 radar observations covering the Apollinaris region (12 MARSIS, 7 SHARAD) of which there are 5
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observations of the inner caldera (4 MARSIS, 1 SHARAD). However, we have looked at
the MARSIS data, and most of the images do not have the required quality due to ionospheric distortions. As a result, we concentrate our analysis on SHARAD data for both
the caldera and fan deposits. For Arsia Mons, there are 3 radargrams available for the
caldera.

5.3
5.3.1

Results and discussions
Calderas of Apollinaris and Arsia

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the radargrams for Apollinaris and Arsia. As can be seen, the
Arsia caldera displays a single bright reflection surface suggesting the presence of volcanic material due to the strong attenuation of the radar signal. In the case of Apollinaris
however, the caldera displays two reflecting planes that are not as bright as the one in
Arsia which suggests that material in the caldera is not similar. In addition, the Apollinaris caldera is observed to be very smooth from the MOLA-derived pulse width surface
roughness map (Figure 5.6, Neumann et al. 2003) that cannot be easily associated with
volcanic surfaces. Fluvial deposits are known to exhibit smoother surface then volcanic
ones in shield volcanoes where the rapid cooling of the effusive magma often leads to
fracturing that increases the surface roughness at the meter-scale.

5.3.2

Fan deposits

The radar data in Figure 5.7 shows that the fan deposits display layering, which suggests that the mechanism of formation continued for some time and it was a multi-stage
process. Furthermore, the surface roughness map derived from MOLA pulse width data
suggest that the Apollinaris fan is also smoother than typical lava flows. However, these
interpretations in addition to the ones about the calderas need to be verified through an
accurate clutter analysis to ensure that the observed signals are indeed due to subsurface
structures. Such an analysis needs specific software tools that are not available to the
author at the time of writing, and therefore, is the focus of an ongoing collaborative work
with members of the SHARAD science team.

1
In Radar terminology, "clutter" refers to any surface signal losses other than those due to the attenuation
properties of the target medium such as surface roughness, slope difference, and scattering. As a result, it
is a common practice to do a "clutter analysis" by modeling the signal losses due to heterogeneities in the
surface alone for a certain area and then deducting that from the actual radargram data to isolate the losses
due to subsurface attenuation.
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Figure 5.4: Radargrams of Apollinaris(left) and Arsia Mons(right).

Figure 5.5: Closeup on the calderas of Apollinaris and Arsia Mons. The Arsia caldera
displays a single bright reflection surface that is a strong indication of volcanic flows due
to the strong attenuation and difficulty of penetration of the radar signal. In the case of
Apollinaris however, the caldera displays two reflecting planes.
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Figure 5.6: MOLA-derived roughness map for the Apollinaris region. Note the smoothness of the caldera region.
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Figure 5.7: Radargram for fan deposits. Note the layering in the upper slopes.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook for the
Future
As it has been discussed and repeatedly stressed in the previous chapters, the key challenges in locating hydrothermal systems on Mars are the subsurface nature of the hydrothermal deposits making it rather hidden to remote sensing and indeed even in-situ
ones that cannot penetrate below the first skin layer of the surface, and the usual similarity of these systems’ surface manifestations to other surface features making it difficult to
differentiate between them due to a principle of geomorphology termed equifinality.
In chapters 2 and 5, we dealt with two instruments that can tackle the first challenge.
In chapter 2 we presented the GRS instrument that can probe into the first meter or so
of the subsurface giving information about its general geochemistry, while in chapter 5
we introduced GPR with its ability to deduce the geophysical nature of the subsurface
down to around 10 km of the surface as in the case for MARSIS. However, as discussed
previously, the information gathered from these instruments attains increased significance
when combined with data from other sources such as surface morphology and geologic
context.
In chapters 3 and 4, we showed two interesting case studies that dealt with the second
challenge: namely, CFPs and surface mounds. In the former, the morphological similarity
between desiccation and thermal contraction cracks was demonstrated, and it was shown
that through only the added constraints from a physical model it is possible to distinguish
between both. In the latter case (i.e. the mounds), it was shown how the mounds can
have a periglacial, phreatic, volcanic, glaciovolcanic or even a sedimentary origin yet end
up with a morphologically similar surface manifestation. Furthermore, it was shown that
only through the added knowledge of geological context and physical measurements of
thermal inertia it became possible to at least constrain some of the possible formation
mechanisms.
It is hoped that through this study, a deeper appreciation of the benefits of using multiple datasets to treat a given problem will be attained. In addition, while this work has
concentrated mainly on combining theoretical work with remote sensing data, it should
be noted that further improvements can be achieved through incorporating in-situ measurements as well. Indeed, Landers such as the Vikings, the MERs, and most recently
Phoenix, have yielded data that would have been unattainable through remote sensing
alone such as the geochemical analysis of scrapped and unscrapped rocks, physical and
chemical properties of soils such as pH, electrical conductivity, mineralogy, magnetic
properties, and microscopic structure, in addition to diurnal meteorological variations.
Even on Earth, such a scheme of combining orbital and in-situ data has led to broader and
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more complete understanding of the geological evolution and even habitability as in the
case of, for example, the Atacama Desert in Chile (e.g. Piatek et al. 2007): one of the
well-known terrestrial analogs for Mars.
The highlights of this work have been:
• The first ever global mapping and description of polygonal features inside Martian
impact craters, along with the production of analytical and numerical models to
differentiate between these polygonal features and common permafrost polygons
allowing for their identification as desiccation cracks that are remnants of mostly
impact-generated paleolakes.
• The use of various remote sensing techniques to identify a volcanic site with high
potential for magmatic-driven hydrothermal activity through the detection of evidence for surface venting, lahar events, water activity in the vicinity of the volcano,
and possibly a volcanic crater lake.
• A correlation for the first time between the GRS water-equivalent hydrogen map in
the mid-latitudes and a map of crater density to assess the role of impact events in
forming hydrous minerals on Mars.
• A newly devised approach to look for surface/shallow subsurface manifestations of
hydrothermal systems using low frequency ground-penetrating radar.
Much remains to be done in perfecting the tools of combining datasets. If we are to
address the specific points raised in this study, the devising of an appropriate numerical
model of desiccation in Martian conditions remains one of the priorities of the author
(see Appendix C for more details). In addition, now that there is a tool to differentiate
between desiccation cracks and permafrost polygons, it will be extremely useful to search
for them in other areas other than impact craters, for example, in areas of known past
hydrologic activity. In regards to magmatic-driven system, Apollinaris can be looked
upon as a prelude to larger and more complex areas on Mars where the lessons learnt here
can be extended to regions such Elysium, Tharsis, and the Hellas regions. One thing is
for sure, there is always more to be done, one more rock to be unturned, one more image
to be critically observed, and one more place to venture.
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A Space Instruments used in this
Study
A.1

Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars (CRISM)

The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) is a hyperspectral imager on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) spacecraft that has a spectral
range of ≈0.3 to 4 microns and an ability to attain unprecedented spectral resolutions of
≈6 nm . CRISM’s objectives are (1) to map the entire surface using a subset of bands to
characterize crustal mineralogy, (2) to map the mineralogy of key areas at high spectral
and spatial resolution, and (3) to measure spatial and seasonal variations in the atmosphere (Murchie et al. 2007). These objectives are addressed using three major types of
observations. In multispectral mapping mode, data are collected at a subset of 72 wavelengths covering key mineralogic absorptions and binned to pixel footprints of 100 or 200
m/pixel. Nearly the entire planet can be mapped in this fashion. In targeted mode a region of interest is mapped at full spatial and spectral resolution (15-19 m/pixel, 362-3920
nm at 6.55 nm/channel). Ten additional abbreviated, spatially binned images are taken
before and after the main image, providing an emission phase function (EPF) of the site
for atmospheric study and correction of surface spectra for atmospheric effects. In atmospheric mode, only the EPF is acquired. Global grids of the resulting lower data volume
observations are taken repeatedly throughout the Martian year to measure seasonal variations in atmospheric properties. The datasets can be browsed rather rapidly thanks to
summary products based on multispectral parameters that are derived from reflectances
in key wavelengths for every CRISM observation (Pelkey et al. 2007). There are 44 summary products formulated to capture spectral features related to both surface mineralogy
and atmospheric gases and aerosols. The CRISM summary products are also used as an
analysis tool to characterize composition as well as a targeting tool to identify areas of
mineralogic interest to observe at higher spectral and spatial resolution.

A.2

Context Imager (CTX)

The Context Camera (CTX) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) is a telescopic
camera that has a resolution of 6m/pixel. In any other mission, such an instrument would
be considered the main high resolution camera onboard. However, this is not the case on
the MRO, and the CTX serves as a context camera to the HiRISE one. CTX provides con99
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text images for data acquired by other MRO instruments, observes features of interest to
NASA’s Mars Exploration Program (e.g., candidate landing sites), and conducts a scientific investigation, led by the Mars Color Imager team (MARCI), of geologic, geomorphic,
and meteorological processes on Mars. CTX consists of a digital electronics assembly; a
350 mm f/3.25 Schmidt-type telescope of catadioptric optical design with a 5.7◦ field of
view, providing a ≈30-km-wide swath from ≈290 km altitude; and a 5000-element CCD
with a band pass of 500-700 nm and 7 µm pixels, giving ≈6 m/pixel spatial resolution
from MRO’s nearly circular, nearly polar mapping orbit. More technical information can
be found in Malin et al. (2007).

A.3

Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS)

The Mars Odyssey Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) is designed to record the spectra
of gamma rays emitted from the Martian surface as the spacecraft (Mars Odyssey) passes
over different regions of the planet. The gamma rays arise from both radioactive decay and
the nuclear interaction of elements with cosmic-ray particles. The energies of the gamma
rays identify the elements responsible for the emissions, and their intensities determine
the concentrations. In addition, the instrument also has the capability to determine the
fluxes of thermal, epithermal, and high-energy neutrons coming from the surface of the
planet (Boynton et al. 2004). The GRS instrument suite consists of the Gamma Subsystem
(GS), Neutron Spectrometer (NS), and the High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND). The
data used in this study is derived from the GS, which consists of a passively cooled, ntype, reverse biased, high-purity Ge detector mounted on a 6 m boom (Boynton et al.
2004). The gamma-ray detection system has no collimation or focusing system, which
means that the gamma rays are recorded from all directions. 50% of the rays collected
from the surface are from within a radius of 200-300 km from nadir (Boynton et al. 2004),
which defines the GRS footprint. Consequently, the optimal way to use the GRS data is
in the context of regional scales. The data is displayed as 5◦ by 5◦ bins in a cylindrical
grid on the Martian surface (5◦ is equivalent to ≈300 km at the equator). These regions
get smaller in area as they get closer to the poles, but they contain approximately the same
number of spectra because the spacecraft passes over there more frequently.
The concentration of each element is directly related to the intensity of its emission
line(s). However, for the lines produced via neutron interactions, such a direct approach is
not accurate because the neutron flux is a function of composition. Instead, a pre-defined
model is generated to predict the flux of gamma rays for an assumed surface composition;
the observations are compared to the predictions. For the naturally radioactive elements,
K and Th, no neutrons are involved and the model is easy to calculate. The surface
emission rate can be calculated from an assumed model abundance of the element, the
known disintegration rate for the gamma ray of interest, and the attenuation of that gamma
ray from depth using mass attenuation coefficients for a typical Mars surface composition.
For the other elements whose gamma rays are generated by interaction with neutrons, the
calculations are a bit more complicated. The production of neutrons is modeled with a
Monte Carlo code, MCNPX (McKinney et al. 2006); for an incoming flux of cosmic rays
that interact with the atmosphere and the surface. While this approach appears to provide
reasonable results in the equatorial and midlatitudes, the presence of large amounts of
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water ice buried near the surface toward high latitudes makes the correction technique
less effective due to both the strong influence of H on neutron flux and the effects of
layering at the surface. As a result, the final data processing leads to the generation of
maps of elemental mass percentages in the regions from 45◦ N to 45◦ S for non-radioactive
elements, and 75◦ N to 75◦ S for naturally radioactive ones (e.g. K and Th). At the time of
writing there are maps for the elements Cl, Fe, H, Si, K, Th, Ca, Al and S.

A.4 High Resolution Science Experiment (HiRISE)
HiRISE, as the name implies, is a high resolution telescopic camera on board the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) operating in a "push broom" mapping method. HiRISE
includes broad-band color capability. In addition to the red-filter channels extending over
the full swath width, the central 20% of the swath can be imaged with additional CCDs
that are covered with blue-green or NIR filters. However, the most impressive part about
this instrument is its ability to map the surface at an unprecedented resolution that may
reach 25cm/pixel allowing for the detection of sub-meter structures such as small rocks
and layering in sedimentary sequences. In addition, by taking images for the exact location on different flights, it allows for stereographic reconstruction and the creation of
high resolution digital image models. More information can be found in McEwen et al.
(2007).

A.5

Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA)

MOLA calculates topographical elevation by measuring round trip times of individual
laser pulses between the Mars Global Surveyor and the Martian surface (Smith et al.
2001). The laser pulse is time-stamped with respect to the spacecraft’s internal time
with a time stamp resolution of 1/256 s. The precision of MOLA range measurements
is almost 40 cm for smooth flat surfaces and ≈10 meters for rough tilted (>30) terrains.
More technical aspects can be found in Smith et al. (2001).

A.6 Radar Sounders MARSIS and SHARAD
MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionospheric Sounding) is a multifrequency, synthetic-aperture, orbital sounding radar that has two observation modes: An
ionospheric mode, and a subsurface one. In the subsurface mode, MARSIS operates in
four frequency bands between 1.3 and 5.5 MHz. Lateral spatial resolution depends on
surface roughness, but for most Mars surfaces, the cross-track footprint is 10-30 km, and
the along-track is 5-10 km with a vertical resolution of ≈50-100m. Because MARISIS
images can be afffected by ionospheric distortions, the higher frequency bands (4 and 5
MHz) and nighttime measuremnets are more commonly used to minimize the effect of
the ionospehere.
SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) is a sounding radar provided by Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) as a Facility Instrument on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter mission. Its
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20-MHz center frequency and 10-MHz bandwidth complement the lower-frequency, relatively narrower bandwidth capability of the MARSIS sounding radar onboard Mars Express. Vertical and horizontal resolutions are, respectively, 10-20 m and 3-6 km (crosstrack) by 0.3-1 km (along-track). The primary objective of the SHARAD experiment is to
map, in selected locales, dielectric interfaces to several hundred meters depth in the Martian subsurface and to interpret these results in terms of the occurrence and distribution
of expected materials, including competent rock, soil, water and ice. This is a seemingly
cautious set of objectives, making no particular promises about the unique detection of
any specific material (e.g., water). Nevertheless, the subsurface of Mars presents ample
possibilities for dielectric contrasts.
The dielectric constant depends on both rock porosity and rock composition, so boundaries between materials with differences in these properties are dielectric reflectors. This
dielectric contrast could arise, for example, from sedimentary materials in contact with
basaltic rock, from ice in contact with solid rock, or from ice-saturated porous rock in
contact with ice-free porous rock. These contrasts alone lead to a large variety of subsurface targets for SHARAD and MARSIS to map. Examples include mapping of (1) the
polar layered deposits, both their internal layers and contact with underlying bedrock, (2)
the layering within sedimentary rock sequences, (3) buried impact craters in the northern
lowlands, (4) buried channels, (5) volcanic stratigraphy, (6) shallow ice bodies, and (7)
potential shallow water accumulations (Seu et al. 2007).

A.7

The Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS)

The Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) on 2001 Mars Odyssey investigates
the surface mineralogy and physical properties of Mars using multi-spectral thermalinfrared images in nine wavelengths centered from 6.8 to 14.9 µm, and visible/nearinfrared images in five bands centered from 0.42 to 0.86 µm (Christensen et al. 2004b).
THEMIS has mapped the entire planet in both day and night multi-spectral infrared images at 100 m/pixel resolution, and >95% of the planet in one-band visible images at 18
m/pixel, in addition to significant parts of the planet in 5-band visible color. This dataset
allows for determining the mineralogy of localized deposits associated with hydrothermal or sub-aqueous environments, study small-scale geologic processes and landing site
characteristics using morphologic and thermophysical properties, investigate polar cap
processes at all seasons using infrared observations at high spatial resolution, and allows
for the derivation of other maps in high resolution such as thermal inertia maps.
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Table B.1: Craters with CFPs in the northern hemisphere.
Locations with image IDs or bold font signify CFPs that are
either well preserved or in an interesting geologic context.
Image IDs starting with "PSP" refer to HiRISE images, "M",
"R" or "S" refer to MOC, while "P" refers to CTX images.
Other acronyms in the tables are: Crater D.: Crater Diameter,
Av. P.S.: Average polygon size, R: Rampart, G: Gullies, Sd:
Sedmintary deposits, L: Layering, Ri: Ridges, ? : Tentative
or unclear detection, Sh: Shoreline/Strandline, M: Mounds,
T: Terraces, D: Delta, TCP: Thermal Contraction Polygons
#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

1

79.2

60.5

Crater
D. (km)
24

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

65

R

Sd, L

13
13.5

140
120

R
R

Sd
Sd

266.5

27

90

R

Sd

70.2

103.2

33

75

R

Ridges?

70.1
70.1
69.8
69.4
69.3
69.1

13.9
64.6
64.8
162.6
41.5
123.3

12.5
17
18
15
21
15

150
160
165
100
120
165

R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd, Sh, M?
Sd
Sd
Sd

small patch visible beneath the
ice
Clear remnants
Smaller
TCPs
embedded within
Flow
lobes,
younger
TCPs
overly the older
larger CFPs
Louth
Crater.
Highlt tentative
troughs in ejecta
PSP_7650_2505
E1900409

2
3

74.7
71.1

13.4
157.5

4

70.3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

P17_7501_2486

...continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

12

68.9

26.7

Crater
D. (km)
15

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

125

R

Sd, M, Sh?

Mound’s diameter 220 meters

13
14
15

68.5
68.5
68.4

149
12.9
189.4

14
14
12

125
135
160

R
R
R/G

Sd
Sd, Sh(Ri)
Sh?

16
17

68.4
68.3

212.3
235.4

12
10

130
85

R
R

Sd, Ri
Sd

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

68.3
68.2
68.1
68
67.5
67.3
67.3
67.2
67.2

266.3
201.6
199.3
173.2
26.6
97
192.9
249.7
24.8

5
16
17
9
7
7
15
22
4.5

125
130
160
140
230
160
130
140
115

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd,Sh,M?
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd
Ri?
Sd, Sh
Sd

27
28

67.2
67.1

47.8
97.5

14
18

120
230

R
R

Sd, M, Sh
Sd

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

67.1
67.1
67
67
66.9
66.8
66.7
66.6
66.6

113.5
202.1
252
338.7
343.7
131.3
97
97.5
25.2

20
17
10
7
13
15
12
9
5

100
150
160
110
150
165
150
170
115

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd, L
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd, Sh
Ri
Sd
Sd
Sd

38
39

66.4
66.4

144
163.4

28
24

100
135

R
R

Sd
Sd, Sh?

P17_7571_2487
Cracks are very
faint
Heimdal Crater,
20 km from
Phoenix,
faint
traces
P16_7195_2477

Poor Visual conditions
PSP_7372_2475
Some Polygons
are measuring up
to 340 meters
P16_7195_2477
P16_7348_2471
P17_7514_2470
P16_7212_2472
Poor Visual conditions
Possible
Phyllosilicates on the
Crater rim

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

40
41
42
43

66.2
65.8
65.8
65.6

81.4
26.7
67
329.4

Crater
D. (km)
17.5
5
3
20

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

140
130
175
110

R
R
R
R

Sd, Ri
Sd
Sd
Sd

44

65.6

338.7

18

120

R

Sd

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

65.5
65.5
65.3
65.3
65.2
65.2
65.1
65.1
64.9
64.9
64.7

128.5
63.3
257.8
32.4
243.8
339.1
23.3
70.7
155.5
31.2
283

26
4
7
7
8
8
5
12
13
20
9

145
135
90
155
115
140
120
100
110
125
100

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd, T?
Sd
Sd
Sd, Sh
Sd, L
Sd, M, Sh
Sd

56

64.5

67.3

17.5

175

R

Sd, M, Sh

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

64.3
64.2
63.9
63.9
63.8
63.8
63.6
63.5
63.2
63.1
63

70.3
37.4
219.7
4.9
171
37.6
170.1
131.8
165.1
339.3
320.1

7
4
13
8
9
5
15
20
15
10
18

215
130
100
125
120
175
125
125
150
85
110

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R/G
R

Sd, M
Sd
Sd, T
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd, M
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd

68

62.9

254.1

4

80

R

Sd

69
70
71

62.4
62.4
62.4

103.4
171
336.3

13
5
9

175
190
120

R
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd

Notes/Image ID

Dunes overlying
the polygons
Dunes overlying
the polygons
P18_7936_2456
M1900047

Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
Analgyph available

P17_7659_2438
Dunes overlying
the polygons
Troughs rarely
intersecting
R1701759

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

72
73

62.4
62.2

81.7
13.9

Crater
D. (km)
10
11

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

180
100

R
R

Sd, Sh?
Sd, ?

74
75

62.1
62

147.5
351.7

9
8

135
95

R
R

Sd
Sd

76
77
78

62
62
61.9

6.6
61.6
283.3

25
4
9

130
145
75

R
R
R

Sd
Sd, M?, Sh?
Sd, Sh?

79
80
81
82

61.9
61.7
61.7
61.5

54.5
171
70.7
21.8

5
16
12.5
13

185
200
120
140

R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd, Ri?
Sd, M, Sh

83
84
85
86

61.4
61.4
61.3
61.2

151.2
269.4
78.5
358.1

6
6
7.5
13

160
160
135
125

R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd, Sh
Sd

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

61
61
60.9
60.7
60.6
60.6
60.6
60.6
60.5
60.4
60.4
60.4
60.3
60.3
60.3

24.1
43.2
31.1
151.1
35.6
189.7
72.2
89.7
199.2
115.8
147.7
83.8
123.5
129.4
271.6

12
6.5
6
7
5
18
17
20
13
17
20
11.5
12
21
14

135
100
115
180
155
160
130
110
170
180
125
130
120
120
90

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R/G
R
R
R
R/G
R
R
R

Sd, M, Sh?
Sd
Sd
N
Sd, M?
Sd,Sh?
Sd, M, Sh?
Sd, Sh
Sd, M?
Sd
Sd, Sh?
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd
Sd

Notes/Image ID
Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions

Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
PSP_007539_2420
P19_8375_2418,
E2101593

Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions

Thermokarst Pits
Binary Crater

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

102

60.2

283.5

Crater
D. (km)
15

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

90

R

Sd, Sh?

Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions

103
104
105

60.1
60.1
60.1

173.5
213.8
211.8

9
14
6

100
155
135

R
R
R

Sd
Sd, T
Sd

106
107
108
109

60.1
60.1
60
59.9

251.1
263.2
56.5
228.1

24
12
14
10

160
150
140
200

R
R
R
R

Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd, M, Sh
Sd, M?

110

59.9

302.5

13.5

60

R/G

Sd

111
112

59.8
59.7

136
157.8

32
7

90
150

R
R

Sd
Sd, M

113
114

59.7
59.5

52.7
151.3

11.5
7

170
195

R
R

Sd
Sd

115
116

59.5
59.4

263.6
302.5

12
23

175
50

R
R/G

Sd, M
Sd

117
118

59.2
58.8

181.5
82.4

8.5
11.5

205
75

R
R/G

Sd, M
Sd

119
120
121
122
123
124

58.8
58.3
58.2
58.1
57.9
57.6

263.4
67.7
74.7
62.2
47.4
187.1

5
14
18
22.5
5.5
11.5

170
135
135
135
115
160

R
R
R/G
R/G
R
R

Sd, M
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd, M?, Sh

Nested in a larger
weatherd crater

Faint
fractures/poor visual
conditions
Traces
below
younger
sediments
Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
S1500448
Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
Traces
younger
ments

below
sedi-

Remnants. Analgyph present
Thermokarst Pits

Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

125
126
127
128
129

56.4
56.2
56.1
55.5
55.2

263.2
22.6
50.1
139.7
154.5

Crater
D. (km)
13
15
12
26
6

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

180
200
185
100
115

R
R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd, Sh?
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

53.2
51.2
51
50.7
49.8
49.5
49.2
48.8

101.5
347.9
347.1
341.6
317.6
325.3
316.2
318.3

16
11.5
11
12
9.5
11.5
10.5
7.5

200
160
185
125
155
170
90
135

R
R
R
R/G
R
R/G
R/G
R/G

Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd, M, Sh
Sd
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd, M

138
139
140

48.1
47.1
43.9

326.7
322
89.5

13
10.5
14

145
225
65

R/G
R/G
R

Sd
Sd
Sd, M?

141

43.1

91

7.5

85

R

Sd

142
143

41.5
38.6

87.7
137.2

18
29

90
60

R
R/G

Sd, L, Sh?
Sd

144
145
146

36.5
28
27.7

351
73.3
67.2

55
73
60

85
40
50

N
N
N

Sd, Sh
Sd, L, D
Sd, L

147

21.6

60.7

395

12

N

Sd, M, Sh

148

20

79.4

72

50

N

Sd, D?, Sh?

Notes/Image ID
R1901447
Thermokarst Pits
Faint fractures,
poor
visual
conditions
Thermokarst Pits
PSP_001942_2310
R1602192
Analgyph available
Binary Crater
Thermokarst
Pits. Analgyph
available
Traces.
Thermokarst
pits
Cracks
in
the
Ejecta,
PSP_8951_2185
P06_3445_2163
Highly variable
in size from 15 m
up to 80 m
Antoniadi Crater,
associated with
inverted channels
Highly variable
in size from 15 m
up to 200 m

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

149

18.4

77.7

Crater
D. (km)
49

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

15

N

Sd, D, L, Sh?

56

135

N

Sd, L, Sh

313.3

50

130

N

Sd, D, L, Sh

310.6
134

72
45

20
30

N
R

Sd, D, L, T, Sh?
Sd, Sh

Jezero Crater,
PSP_3798_1985
old filled fractures
Edge of fan deposits,
In delta deposits
Clear remnants,
PSP_7923_1810

150

15.2

333.2

151

11.9

152
153

8.2
1.2

Table B.2: Craters with CFPs in the southern hemisphere.
Same acronyms apply
#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

1

-76.5

6.2

2
3

-76
-75.9

248.5
101.3

4
5
6

-75.5
-72.8
-72.2

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

-71.9
-71.1
-70.7
-70
-69.3
-69.3
-69
-68.9
-68.9
-68.9
-68.7
-68.7

Crater
D. (km)
15

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

60

?

Sd, ?

17
10

100
100

R
R

Sd
Sd

Remnants,
Smaller polygons
embedded within
Pedestal Crater
Thermal contraction
polygons
embedded within

86.6
259.9
98.7

7.5
13
35

80
70
120

?
R
R

Sd
Sd
Sd

65.4
260
48.3
216.9
96.6
275.7
29.9
118.9
273.9
297
260.9
61.8

11
28
13
4.5
27
9.5
7
7.5
17.5
12.5
15.5
20

80
95
220
70
80
120
65
120
90
120
120
120

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
N
R
R

Sd
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd
Sd, M?
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd, ?

Uniformaly
squared

In ejecta deposits

Nested

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

19

-68.6

329.9

20

-68.4

1.6

21

-68.2

22
23
24
25

Crater
D. (km)
30

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

95

R

Sd

53

100

G

Sd, M, L?

215.4

4

40

N

Sd

Poor visual conditions
Large gullied pit
inside the crater
Highly degraded
crater

-68
-67.9
-67.9
-67.9

100.4
102.1
50.3
85

27
9.5
30
10

160
120
130
105

N
R
R
R

Sd,?
Sd, M?
Sd, Sh
Sd

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

-67.5
-67.5
-67.2
-66.9
-66.8
-66.8
-66.7

289.2
22.5
49.2
62
120.1
20.7
303

30
14
30.5
4.5
6
33.5
11

150
75
125
55
135
60
100

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd,?
Sd, Sh?
Sd, Sh
Sd
Sd
Sd, ?
Sd, M?

33
34
35
36
37
38

-66.6
-66.4
-66.3
-66.2
-65.6
-65.4

72.3
65.6
62
84
301.9
21.1

7.5
12.5
15
10
7.5
34

115
75
105
80
120
140

R
R
R
R
N
R

Sd, ?
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd, ?

39
40
41
42
43

-65.4
-65.3
-65.3
-65.2
-65.2

45.6
85.9
313.3
259.2
307.1

19
23
22
10.5
20.5

100
90
70
135
100

R
N
R/G
R
R

Sd, ?
Sd, M?
Sd, Sh
Sd
Sd,?

44
45
46
47
48
49

-65.2
-65
-65
-64.9
-64.6
-64.6

312.3
111.4
32.9
6.6
99.2
67

27
23
27.5
20
12
10.5

110
105
55
70
100
95

R/?
R
R
N
R
R

Sd, Sh?
Sd,?
Sd, M, T?
Sd, M
Sd, ?
Sd, ?

Nested
Crater,
Troughs in floor
and ejecta

Poor visual conditions

In crater floor and
ejecta

Very poor visual
conditions

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

50
51
52
53

-64.5
-64.5
-64.4
-64.3

236.6
312.8
255.3
79.8

Crater
D. (km)
8
3
13
15

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

135
95
140
80

R
R
R
N

Sd, M?
Sd
Sd
Sd

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

-64.1
-63.7
-63.7
-63.5
-62.8
-62.8
-62.8
-62.6
-62
-62
-61.8
-61.5
-61.1
-60.8
-60
-59.8
-58.9
-58.6

312.5
127.4
247.7
58.2
128.2
282.3
320.6
115.5
273.4
49.7
118.1
25.8
27.6
36.5
163.3
336.3
111.8
17.9

4
6
11
26
8
38
4
9
16
12.5
16
18
13
13.5
12.5
28
38
12

90
120
150
80
110
75
100
120
120
130
105
140
110
200
140
115
150
70

R
R
R
R
R
N
N
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Sd
Sd, M
Sd, M?
Sd
Sd
Sd, Sh?
Sd
Sd
Sd, M?
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd,?
Sd. M
Sd, M?
Sd
Sd, M
Sd, L?
Sd, M?

72

-58.4

240.2

12

130

R

Sd

73
74

-58.4
-57.6

40.4
215.6

22
12

100
160

R
R

Sd, T
Sd, ?

75
76
77
78
79
80

-57.5
-57.4
-57.4
-55.9
-54.5
-54.5

274.4
33.8
41.5
337.9
261.8
318.6

10
21
16
22
9
1800

110
120
150
100
120
140

R
R
R
R
R
N

Sd, M
Sd, ?
Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd

81
82

-54.4
-51.6

293.5
308.4

12
1800

100
100

R/G
N

Sd
Sd

Notes/Image ID

PSP_4082_1155
Nested, and partially buried by
fractured deposits
Binary Crater
S1402148

Nested

Nested

Remnants
Remnants
On the rim of a
larger crater
Tentative, Poor
visual conditions
Clear remanants
in the center
Remnants
M0904950
Remnants
Argyre,
PSP_2128_1250
Remnants
Argyre
...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

83
84

-51.4
-50.4

271.6
200

Crater
D. (km)
20
30

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

150
60

R
R/G

Sd
Sd, T

85

-48.5

234.8

10

120

R/G

Sd, M, Sh?

86
87
88
89
90

-47
-46.8
-46.1
-45.9
-45.8

324.5
74.7
248.3
45.8
284.7

1800
2300
12
14
10

110
100
100
95
90

N
N
R
R/G
R/G

Sd
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd
Sd, M
Sd

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

-43.4
-42.9
-42.6
-41.9
-41.8
-41.3
-41.1
-40.5

0.5
53
52.4
71.3
51.6
14.1
53
54.3

20
2300
2300
16
2300
20
2300
2300

95
80
90
150
50
75
V
40

R
N
N
N
N
R
N
N

Sd, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, M
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?

99
100

-40.2
-40.1

52.1
52.6

2300
2300

100
120

N
N

Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?

101
102
103

-39.7
-39.6
-39.2

54.1
56.7
54.8

2300
34
2300

V
80
V

N
R
N

Sd, L, Sh?
Sd
Sd, L, Sh?

104
105
106
107
108
109
110

-39.2
-39
-38.8
-38.7
-38.4
-38.1
-38

53.5
181.8
55.5
54.5
55.9
217.9
144.3

2300
50
2300
2300
2300
30
50

70
15
85
150
20
110
100

N
R/G
N
N
N
R/G
R/G

Sd, L, Sh?
Sd
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd, L, Sh?
Sd
Sd, D

111

-37.8

81.7

11

75

R/G

Sd, M?

112

-37.5

51.3

10

60

R

Sd

Notes/Image ID
Remnants
Weathered
terns
Degraded
tures

patfea-

Nested
Thermokarst pits
Features on the
crater wall

PSP_6911_1385
Variable in diameter from 20m to
170m
Hellas/
PSP_6555_1395
Nested
Hellas/
PSP_7346_1405
PSP_3979_1410
PSP_7781_1410
Raised rims possibly dunes
Polygons on the
crater wall
Nested

...continued on next page
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#

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

113

-37.2

143.3

Crater
D. (km)
41

Av. P.S.

R/G

Lake Signs

Notes/Image ID

100

R/G

Sd, D, Sh

6
26
60

45
250
15

N
G
N

Sd
Sd, Sh
Sd, Ev

Raised rims possibly dunes
Highly deformed

114
115
116

-37.1
-35
-27

10.3
156.2
180.4

117
118

-26.6
-23

325.6
15.7

148
160

15
10

G
R/G

Sd, L, D, Ev, Sh?
Sd, D

119
120

-14.5
-9.6

175.5
308.6

150
77

10
60

N
N

D,T,Sd,Sh,M
T, Sd, Sh

121
122
123

-5.3
-5
-2.9

137.8
180
353

152
20
160

40
15
7.5

N
R
N

Sd,M,Sh,L
Sd, D, Sh
Sd, Ev, Sh?

124

-2.3

354.8

20

15

N

Sd, Ev, L

Crater
breached. Chloride deposits
Holden Crater
Bakhuysen
Crater, troughs
in fan deposits
Gusev Crater
Morella Crater
(Komatsu et al.
2009)
Gale Crater
Inverted relief
Miyamoto Crater
(Wiseman et al.
2008)
Endeavor Crater
(Wray et al.
2009)
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C A Numerical Model for Formation
of Giant Desiccation Polygons on
Mars
C.1

Preface

This section builds upon the work presented in chapter 3 by devising a numerical model
for desiccation under Martian conditions. This is currently a work in progress, and as
such only the results for a pre-fracture model will be presented here. This work has
been already introduced at the 2009 Europlanet Science Congress in Rome, Italy, and the
American Geophysical Union fall meeting in San Francisco, U.S. (see publication list).

C.2

Soil desiccation cracks: A review

Soils shrink in response to changes in stress condition. This can be achieved either though
loss of volume in response to cooling, or through loss of volatile material such as ice or
liquid water through desiccation. Desiccation is usually achieved through evaporation
from the surface, or diffusion processes that can manifest either in the migration of liquid
water due to differences in water potentials, or vapor transport due to changes in water vapor pressure. If the soil is not allowed to contract to account for the loss of volatiles, stress
builds up till a point where it exceeds the strength of the soil at which point cracks appear
and relieve the excess stress. As these cracks would tend to develop in both horizontal
dimensions, they usually intersect and form polygonal networks. The depth and spacing
of these cracks depends on many factors, but mainly on the thickness of the stressed zone
(Lachenbruch 1961, 1962). As a result, desiccation cracking polygons can be in the order
of centimeters if the stressed region is a thin surficial layer undergoing evaporation similar to common mud cracks, or it can be in the order of hundreds of meters if the stressed
region is thick enough due to intense evaporation and lowering of the water table.
The degree to which a soil contracts with loss of volatiles (usually water) depends
on its capacity for holding these volatiles on a macro scale through having a significant
pore or void volume within the solid structure, and on a micro scale through its chemical activity and/or ability to accommodate volatile molecules within its crystal structure.
Generally, the more clayey the soil is, the more it will shrink with desiccation. In addition,
some clay minerals are known for their chemical affinity to swell and accommodate considerable amounts of water through formation of water interlayers on a molecular level.
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This property ranges in clay minerals from being able to swell up to several magnitudes
beyond their "dry" volume such as Na-rich montmorillonite, to other clays such as Kaolinite which entirely lack such a behavior.

C.3

Terrestrial analogs: Giant desiccation polygons

There are very few well-documented examples of giant desiccation polygons from the
rock record (Loope and Haverland 1988). Desiccation polygonal cracks on Earth are usually centimeters up to a couple of meters at most. However, there are reported cases of
giant desiccation polygons that can reach up to 300 meters in size (Neal et al. 1968).
Such polygons usually occur in playa deposits, and are attributed to episodes of intense
evaporation and lowering of the water table due to geological conditions or excessive
human irrigation activities. Mineralogical investigations of soils that display such large
features show them to be predominantly fine soils (2µm on average) containing clay minerals (mainly montmorillonite, illite, vermiculite, and chlorite), carbonates, and analcites
(Neal et al. 1968). More recent investigations on giant desiccation polygons that were
witnessed in the process of formation showed the soil to be rich in Na-montmorillonite
(Harris 2004), while other studies have confirmed that the fissures initiate at depth, forming linear cracking patterns at first (Messina et al. 2005).
Detailed field analysis by Neal et al. (1968) at 39 locations in the US containing giant
desiccation polygons has shown that the sediments are remnant lacustrine clays and silts
from former lakes. These sediments can often be more than 50 meters thick. Neal et
al. (1968) concluded that these features are one-time ruptures that can take up to several
years to form on account of the thickness of the stressed zone and the generally low
permeability of the sediments in addition to substantial resistance to strain in the clays.

C.4 Modeling desiccation: principles and challenges
There is a significant lack of interest in modeling desiccation in the planetary science
field as opposed to modeling thermal contraction. While there have been significant efforts put into modeling thermal contraction to explain permafrost polygons on Mars (e.g.,
Mellon et al. 1997, 2008), or putative small thermal contraction features on Venus, (Anderson and Smrekar 1999), little attention is given to desiccation. This is understandable
since desiccation usually implies liquid water and warm conditions to support evaporation
which are not conditions seen on other planetary bodies today. On the other hand, there
has been extensive work done on modeling desiccation on Earth for civil engineering and
agricultural appllications (e.g., Konrad and Ayad 1997, Kodikara et al. 2004, Hu et al.
2006, Nahlawi and Kodikara 2006, Peron et al. 2009a, 2009b, Amarasiri et al. 2010)
since shrinking/swelling behavior and desiccation of clayey soils can create hazardous
situations for civil structures and underground pipes. As a result, we draw a lot of the
foundations of our desiccation model from these works.
When dealing with desiccation it is usually both practical and convenient to model the
desiccation process in isothermal conditions. That way, temperature-dependent parameters can be better constrained. This is needed in order to simplify the numerical models
since most of the important parameters are additionally sensitive to the water content of
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the soil. Notable soil parameters with such properties are the suction, elastic moduli such
as Young’s modulus and shear modulus, tensile and shear strengths, the hydric expansion/shrinkage coefficient, and hydraulic conductivity (better known as permeability to
the planetary community). We discuss these parameters briefly.
When a saturated soil (all voids are filled with water) is subjected to a continuous
decrease in water content, negative pressures or suctions develop in the porous network
of the soil which keeps on increasing as moisture content is lowered. If the soil is unrestrained this leads to a buildup of effective stress (due to lowering of pore water pressure)
that leads to shrinking of the soil through consolidation. Another outcome of the buildup
of soil suction is the increase in the soil’s strength and its elastic moduli as result of its
increased stiffness (Towner 1987). The amount of shrinkage that occurs with desiccation
is characteristic of a given soil depending on the void ratio (volume of pores/volume of
solid material) and the physical and chemical affinity of the soil to absorb water. During
a desiccation process, several stages can be identified (Towner 1987, Konrad and Ayad
1997, and references therein). In the first stage, the volume decrease of the soil is equal
to the volume of water lost. During that stage, the soil remains saturated over a certain
range of moisture content. In the second stage, air starts to enter the soil pore network
as further moisture loss occurs. In this stage, the decrease in soil volume is significantly
less than the volume of water loss. In the third stage, no significant change in soil volume
occurs with loss of water, and this is called the zero shrinkage stage. In the case of a
cohesive soil with high clay content, the initial shrinkage state is the most important one,
and as a result we limit our desiccation model to that stage. An advantage of this approach
is that the expansion/shrinkage coefficient and hydraulic conductivity can be considered
constant through the first stage of desiccation since there is no significant loss of porewater interconnectivity which can affect the system’s hydraulic conductivity, and for the
expansion/shrinkage coefficient, it will only depend on the soil’s specific gravity and void
ratio (see below).
Now we describe a desiccation pre-fracture model that can permit us to compute the
evolution of soil parameters and resulting stresses in a restrained soil that is not allowed
to strain until the stresses overcome the soil’s strength.

C.5

The prefracture model and results

The total strain in the system can be thought of as a combination of elastic and hydric
components acting in series.
εi j = εeij + εhij

(C.1)

where e an h are the elastic and hydric components of the strain tensor. Note the absence
of a thermal component since we are assuming an isothermal process for simplicity. The
elastic component is related to stress σ by
ν
1+ν
σi j − σkk δi j
(C.2)
E
E
where ν is Poisson’s ratio, and E is Young’s modulus. Due to natural symmetry of the
ground, the second part of the equation will go away. Allowing E to be a function of
εeij =
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water content, the rate of elastic strain becomes
1+ν
1 + ν ∂E
σ̇i j − 2
ẇσi j
(C.3)
E
E ∂w
where w is the volumetric water content as a percentage of the total volume of the soil
including the void volume ( VVwater
x100). Assuming the ground would expand and contact
soil
isotropically in response to changes in water content, we can express the hydric strain as
ε̇eij =

εhij = α(w − w0 )δi j

(C.4)

where α is the hydric expansion coefficient that can be related to the void ratio e ( VVvoid
)
soil
and specific gravity G s of the soil in the following way
Gs
(C.5)
1+e
As discussed earlier, we can consider α constant in for the desiccation stage which we
are interested in simulating. So, the rate of hydric strain is simply
α=

ε˙hij = αẇδi j

(C.6)

If we consider prefracture conditions where strain is zero, a principle coordinate system, and take into account the ground natural symmetry, we get
1 + ν ∂E
1+ν
σ̇ − 2
ẇσ + αẇ
(C.7)
E
E ∂w
where σ = σ11 = σ22 , and σ33 = 0 neglecting overburden. In order to deduce E and its
change with water content, we assume that water is lost only through diffusion. In that
case, the water loss can be described by Fick’s second diffusion law
0=

d2 w
dw
=D 2
dt
dz

(C.8)

here D is the diffusion constant in m2 /s, and we have assumed that diffusion is only in
the vertical direction z to simulate a lowering of the water table or evaporation/deposition.
Using Fick’s law has certain limitation that will be discussed later in the text. If we
assume uniform water content that only changes with depth due to overburden, then we
can simply describe the water content in any given depth as
−z
(C.9)
b
where b is a scaling factor that equals 1070 m for Earth and 2800 m for Mars (Clifford
1993). A similar equation can be written to describe the change of diffusivity with depth
which we assume changes in the same way that permeability does. However, this change
is minimal if we consider depths less than 100 meters, so we can safely ignore it. As a
result
w(z) = w0 exp

d2 w
1
=−
dz2
b
Consequently,
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Basic Properties of Werribee clay soil
Specific gravity
Clay content (%)
Atterberg limits
Liquid limit (%)
Plastic limit (%)
Plasticity index (%)
Linear shrinkage (%)
Mineralogy
Quartz (%)
Feldspars (albite (%)
Iliite (%)
Kaolinite (%)
Ca-smectite (%)

2.66
62
127
26
101
22
30
8
10
10
42

Figure C.1: Physical and chemical properties of Werribee clay as reported by Kodikara et
al. (2004).
D
dw
=−
dt
b

(C.11)

and
tD
(C.12)
b
Now, we can use the water content to deduce E from the empirical equations in Amarasiri et al. (2010) for Werribee clay starting from a slurry (Kodikara et al. 2004). This
soil is the residual clay of Quaternary basalt deposits found in Melbourne, Australia and
contains significant amounts of smectites minerals, giving it high shrink-swell properties,
and making it a good analog to work with. Basic properties of the Werribee clayey soil
are given in Table C.1. From the empirical equations for this soil type, suction Ψ (in kPa)
for any given water content can be calculated by
w(t, z) = w0 (z) −

Ψ = exp((136.5 − w)/9.92)

(C.13)

E = 24Ψ0.95 (1 − 2ν)

(C.14)

and from that we can estimate E using the equation

Given all the necessary parameters using equation C. 8-C. 14, equation C. 7 can be
solved using a 4th order Runge-Kutta method and integrated for 2 to 5 years, with time
steps ranging from 3 to 5 days. It is worth noting that equation C. 7 is very similar to the
final equation in Mellon (1997) for describing a prefracture model for thermal contraction
polygons on Mars with two important differences: first, the thermal component in Mellon
(1997) is replaced with the hydric part, with water content and shrinkage/expansion coefficient replacing temperature, and thermal expansion coefficient respectively. The other
difference is the absence of a viscous creep component in our model. While stress relaxation through creep is believed to be significant for ice-rich soil with temperatures very
close to the melting point of ice, this is not the case with our desiccation model where
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Figure C.2: Evolution of failure stress with disiccation for Werribee clay using the empirical equation given by Amarasiri et al. (2010).
the temperatures are way below the melting points of any of our soil components. As a
result, we consider creep effects to be minimal even for a long term desiccation process.
In addition, we investigate whether the resulting stresses are capable of inducing cracking
using another empirical equation for computing the failure/tensile strength (in kPa) of the
Werribee clay at different water contents which is given by Amarasiri et al. (2010, Figure
C.2)
σF = 149, 194w−2.3744

(C.15)

Finally, the simulation starts near the liquid limit of the Werribee clay (125%) using
the soil parameters listed in Table C.1, and is carried out for a range of diffusivities
ranging from 10−6 to 104 . Some of the results are plotted in Figure C.3 for a range of
the simulated diffusivities. As expected, the tensile stress in all cases is shown to rise
monotonically with time. The stress at a given time varies logarithmically following the
variation in diffusivities. It can be seen that while diffusivities below 10−4 are simply not
capable of generating high enough stresses, values above 0.01 are too high thus leading
to earlier and shallower cracks (i.e. smaller polygons). On the other hand, intermediate
values between 10−2 and 10−3 create optimum conditions for the formation of cracks at
the time scales suggested for the formation of giant desiccation polygons on Earth (Neal
et al. 1968). In addition, the diffusivity range agrees excellently with measurements (2
x 10−2 ) taken at hydrothermal lakes (Inferno Lake, New Zealand; Vandemeulebrouck et
al. 2005), and clayey soils in general (Domenico and Schwartz 1998). Our next step is to
extend the model to the carck initiation and propagation stage to model crack depths and
size of polygons with different physical conditions and soil properties.
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Figure C.3: Evolution of stress with time in a desiccating soil with different diffusivities.
Intermediate values between 10−2 and 10−3 create optimum conditions for the formation
of cracks at the time scales suggested for the formation of giant desiccation polygons on
Earth.
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D Used Image Dataset for Apollinaris
Study
Image IDs

Central Lat.
CTX
B01_010163_1712_XN_08S186W
-8
B05_011653_1714_XN_08S186W
-8
B07_012286_1730_XN_07S187W
-7
B08_012932_1703_XN_09S184W
-9
B09_013288_1724_XN_07S184W
-7
B12_014132_1721_XN_07S186W
-7
B12_014343_1737_XN_06S187W
-6
B12_014422_1688_XI_11S182W
-11
P02_001645_1726_XI_07S185W
-7
P02_001843_1716_XN_08S187W
-8
P02_001988_1709_XI_09S185W
-9
P04_002634_1707_XI_09S185W
-9
P06_003544_1703_XI_09S185W
-9
P08_003966_1721_XN_07S187W
-7
P10_004889_1704_XI_09S185W
-9
P11_005166_1695_XN_10S188W
-10
P12_005535_1732_XI_06S183W
-6
P13_006234_1664_XN_13S186W
-13
P15_007091_1668_XN_13S186W
-13
P16_007236_1754_XN_04S186W
-4
P16_007381_1694_XN_10S184W
-10
P18_007882_1703_XN_09S185W
-9
P18_008093_1661_XN_13S186W
-13
P22_009464_1693_XN_10S183W
-10
P22_009596_1706_XN_09S186W
-9
HiRISE
ESP_017389_1690
-10.9
ESP_018167_1715
-8.3
PSP_001645_1725
-7.4

Central Long.
174
174
173
176
176
174
173
178
175
173
175
175
175
173
175
172
177
174
174
174
176
175
174
177
174
176
174.8
174.7

...continued on next page
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D Used Image Dataset for Apollinaris Study
Table D.1 – continued from previous page
Image IDs
PSP_001988_1710
PSP_002634_1725
PSP_003966_1725
PSP_004889_1705
PSP_005100_1715
PSP_006168_1705
PSP_007671_1695
PSP_008673_1710
PSP_009464_1695
PSP_009596_1705
PSP_010163_1715
PSP_010730_1715
FRT000087B4
FRT0000AD58
FRT0000CB29
HRL0000C68B
HRL00003A0A
HRL00008613
HRL0000C01E
HRS0000113D5
HRS00008E7C
E0200496
E0301324
M0904224
M1700504
M2301786
R1500299
R1701282
R2000613
S0900611
S1700362
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Central Lat.
-9.1
-7.4
-7.3
-9.2
-8.5
-9.5
-10.5
-8.8
-10.2
-9.4
-8.5
-8.6
CRISM
-9.4
-8.7
-8.4
-8.4
-9.1
-9
-9.3
-9.6
-9.6
MOC
-11.5
-11.4
-11.5
-11
-11.6
-12.1
-11.9
-8.9
-12.7
-8.2

Central Long.
174.7
174.7
172.5
174.5
173.2
174.8
176.4
174.4
176.4
173.3
173.9
173.2
172.4
174.4
173.8
173.8
174.7
174.6
173.3
172.6
172.7
171.6
171.7
172.3
171.6
171.7
172.2
171.9
175.4
170.8
175.2
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